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Abstract
A model was built to predict chromatic noise perception in digital photography. The
model includes the orthogonal opponent color space Y CiC2, and sets of optimized
contrast sensitivity functions.
Past research on opponent colors, contrast sensitivity functions at threshold and
suprathreshold matching has been reviewed. Some historical opponent color spaces have
been investigated in terms of transformation and application.
Three psychophysical experiments were performed to build the model. Through the equi-
luminance plane experiment three equi-luminance planes corresponding to three
luminance levels were determined. Method of adjustment was applied for subjects to
adjust chromatic noise image until it is least perceptible. Based on results from the first
experiment, the orthogonal opponent color space Y QC2 was developed. The Y C1C2 space
shows optimal performance compared with OPP space, with the respect of separating
luminance information from chromatic channels and vice versa. The threshold
experiment measured contrast threshold for the three cardinal axes and the two diagonal
axes of the new opponent color space with three frequency bands and three luminance
levels. The QUEST procedure was applied for observers to choose which one of the two
side-by-side-displayed stimuli has noise. The supra-threshold experiment was to measure
contrast sensitivity above threshold. Method of adjustment was used for observers to
adjust the noise contrast of the test stimuli to match the contrast of the parallel displayed
achromatic anchor stimuli, which had three times threshold contrast.
Sets ofoptimized CSFs were obtained by empirical modeling on experiment data from
the threshold and supra-threshold experiments. The five-parameter band-pass CSF was
fitted to model achromatic noise. As to chromatic noise, the six-parameter low-pass CSF
was optimized to model chromatic noise. The fact that threshold CSFs and supra-
threshold CSFs have similar shape suggests one set ofCSFs may be applicable for both
cases.
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1. Introduction
In digital photography, there is often the desire to minimize noise or artifacts in the
luminance channel as opposed to the less perceptible chrominance channels. In digital
imaging, the problem of reducing the amount of data required to represent a digital
images is addressed by image compression. Redundant data are removed thus reducing
the storage required to save an image or the bandwidth required to transmit it. For image
compression as well as image quality and difference metrics, images are first transformed
into an opponent color space for efficient computation and spatial processing such as
spatial filtering or chromatic subsampling. Ideally, the opponent color space would be
orthogonal so that any processing performed on one channel does not affect the other
channels. Historically, many opponent color spaces have been described such as YCbCr,
YIQ, OPP, IPT, and DKL. Each space is designed for specific applications.
Opponent color encoding, as described by Hering (1878), is an important concept in
color appearance. The existence of opponent colors provides an efficient neural
representation of color by decorrelating the cone absorptions that represent inefficiency in
the visual coding of spectral information.
Contrast sensitivity functions describe the visual system's sensitivity to harmonic
stimuli as a function of spatial or temporal frequency. Research shows that the
achromatic, or "luminance", contrast sensitivity function has band-pass behavior that
peaks at an intermediate spatial frequency, while the low or high frequency sensitivity
diminishes. Chromatic channels generally have a low-pass behavior, which peaks at low
frequency while diminishing at middle and high frequency. Contrast sensitivity describes
the opponent response to simple stimuli, though this can be extended to complex stimuli
by describing an image in an opponent color space and applying the contrast sensitivity
functions as spatial filters.
The objective of this research is to build a model to predict chromatic noise
perception. The model includes an orthogonal opponent color space, and sets of
optimized contrast sensitivity functions (CSFs) measured in this color space. Three
psychophysical experiments were performed to derive the opponent color space and
optimized CSFs.
2. Background
In digital imaging system design and evaluation, human vision models have recently
drawn more attention. Human color vision models specialized in opponent theory and
Contrast Sensitivity Functions (CSFs) attempt to explain the perception of chromatic
noise. Briefly, opponent color transformation represents an efficient encoding strategy as
indicate by the importance of opponent color space in the application of information
compression and digital signal processing. Historically, there are many opponent color
spaces, some of which are still under research, and some have been in practical
application. Orthogonality, of such opponent color space should be warrant more
attention, specified in completely separating luminance information from chromatic
channels. The characteristics ofCSFs are utilized in various applications, such as digital
image compression, television, and image difference calculations.
2.1 Human Color Vision
Human color vision can be explained by many historical theories. Most details are
beyond the scope of this chapter, and only the opponent mechanism and the spatial
property ofhuman color vision are briefly described. For more detailed information about
human vision and human color vision please refer to Wandell (1995), and Kaiser and
Boynton(1996).
2.1.1 Opponent colors
The concept of opponent colors was first described by Hering (1878). Hering proposed
that there were three types of receptors, and that the excitation and inhibition of the
receptors caused the perception of opponent colors.
Two types of behavioral evidence demonstrate the existence of opponent-colors
signals in the visual pathway. The hue-cancellation experiment developed by Jameson
and Hurvich (1955, 1957) was a behavioral experiment that defined a procedure for
measuring opponent colors, providing a method of quantifying the opponent channels.
The color test-mixture experiment showed that the L- and M-cone signals cancel one
another, so that light that simulates the L- and M-cones simultaneously is harder to see
against a neutral background than light that stimulates just one of these two cone classes.
The poor sensitivity to mixtures of signals from these two cone types shows that the
signals must oppose one another to achieve good color discrimination.
Besides these two types of behavioral evidence, there is also physiological
evidence. Svaetichin (1956) found three types of neurons in a fish consistent with
Hering 's notion of the opponent colors representation. Later on, Devalois et al. (1958)
reported the existence of opponent-colors neurons in the LGN of nonhuman primates.
Inspecting the spectral responses of these neural populations suggests a loose connection
between the signals coded by the neurons and the perceptual coding into opponent hues.
This suggested Hering 's arguments that excitation and inhibition causes our perception of
red-green and blue-yellow as opponent colors was false; and also that no clearly
identified group ofneurons could be assigned to represent the luminance signal.
The modern opponent-color theory, or the two-stage theory illustrated in Figure 2-1,
was developed from these historical reports.
500 600
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Figure 2-1. Two-stage theory ofhuman color vision (Fairchild, 1997)
In the first stage, actually trichromatic as hypothesized by Maxwell, Young, and
Helmholtz, the three types of receptors L-, M-, and S-cones are sensitive to long,
medium, and short wavelength respectively. The second stage is an opponent processing
stage resulting from summation and subtraction process: L+M, L-M, and S-(L+M). The
absorption rates of the L- and M-cone types are highly correlated, representing
inefficiency in the visual coding of spectral information. Therefore, the signals from the
cone absorptions are decorrelated by forming new signals that are linear transformations
of the cone absorptions. The decorrelated signals are similar to the opponent signals in
the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), and the hue-cancellation experiment. This suggests
that opponent colors exist to decorrelate the cone absorptions and provide an efficient
neural representation ofcolor.
Buchsbaum and Gottschalk (1983) provide a systematic analysis of the role of
opponent processing in color vision from the point of view of information theory and
they pointed out that opponent coding decreases the redundancy between the signals of
the three cone types. Ruderman et al. (1998) argued that opponency follows the principal
components of natural scenes. More recently, Teufel and Wehrhahn (2004) investigated
the effect of 16 isoluminant chromatic surrounds on the perceived color of a gray test-
field at photopic conditions. They conclude that opponent (post-receptoral) mechanisms
cause the observed shifts in perceived color.
In summary, there are three cone types in the retina that are sensitive to short (S),
middle (M) and long (L) wavelengths of visible light. The three signals are then
transformed to opponent signals by the neurons of the retina before being passed on to
the brain. The summation of the three cone types (L+M+S) produces an achromatic
response. Differentials of the cone signals constitute chromatic opponent signals: red-
green (L-M+S) and yellow-blue (L+M-S). Color names are often used to refer to the
opponent functions, because it is difficult to distinguish between green and yellow using
cone description.
2.1.2 Contrast Sensitivity Function
The contrast sensitivity function (CSF) measures sensitivity to different frequencies,
where sensitivity is defined as the reciprocal of the contrast threshold.
Simusoidal gratings have been used to measure contrast threshold since the 1950s.
Most of the experiments used results from one to five observers except Klassen and
Goodman's (2002), which used thirty observers. This is mostly because researchers were
interested in the typical behavior of the visual system, and not a generalized model.
Mullen (1985) measured the contrast sensitivity to red-green and blue-yellow
gratings consisting of two counterphase monochromatic stimuli for the chromatic stimuli.
Her results show that both blue-yellow and red-green CSFs are characterized by a low-
pass shape, which has no low-frequency attenuation.
Poirson and Wandel (1993) have found that color appearance changes with spatial
frequency of a square-wave pattern. A pattern-color separable model was proposed,
namely, that color appearance was determined by the response of three mechanisms, and
that the response of each mechanism was separable with respect to pattern and color. One
pathway is sensitive mainly to light-dark variation and has the best spatial resolution. The
other two pathways are sensitive to red-green and blue-yellow variation. The blue-yellow
pathway has the worst spatial resolution. This model formed the basis of S-CIELAB.
Guth (1997) suggested the different shape of luminance (band-pass) and chromatic
(low-pass) is due to the difference in the way that CSFs are measured. He hypothesized
that chromatic CSFs are band-pass at high levels of chromatic activity as band-pass
luminance CSFs are at high levels of luminance activity.
Barten (1999) presented a contrast sensitivity model based on the assumption that it
is determined by the presence of internal noise in the visual system. In his work, a large
number of published contrast sensitivity measurements was summarized and explained
by the model. Furthermore, a metric is given to describe image quality incorporated with
the physical parameters of the imaging system and the psychophysical parameters
derived from the contrast sensitivity.
Klassen and Goodman (2002) have reported contrast sensitivity as a function of
spatial frequency, location in color space and direction of variation. In their experiment,
the band-pass behavior of luminance channel was verified, while the chromatic channel
behavior couldn't be determined as band-pass or low-pass.
Owens et al. (2002) measured CSFs for not only red-green and yellow-blue gratings
but also for lime-purple and cyan-orange sinusoidal gratings in the Boynton-Macleod
cone space. Their results show that CSFs for all chromatic directions are low-pass
independent of the average color of the stimuli.
The characteristics of CSFs are utilized in various applications, such as digital
image compression, television, and image difference. Image compression and broadcast
television take advantage of the characteristics of the CSF. In general, human eyes are
more sensitive to low frequency bands and luminance components, so that they are given
more weights in image compression (Zeng, et al., 2001). The high frequency chromatic
information in an image can be removed without a loss in perceived image quality
(Moroney and Fairchild, 1985). In broadcast, luminance has more bandwidth than
chromatic channels.
CSFs also play a very important role in color image difference metrics. Fairchild
and Johnson (2002) proposed iCAM, which provides not only image appearance
capabilities, but also image difference metrics. Johnson and Fairchild (2002) examined
various CSFs for use with complex image stimuli. Image pairs were first converted into
device independent coordinates such as CIE XYZ or LMS cone responses, and then
transformed to opponent-color channels and filtered with CSFs to remove information
that is invisible to the human visual system. The images were then transformed back to
CIE XYZ and pixel-by-pixel color difference was calculated (Johnson and Fairchild,
2001,2002,2003).
2.1.3 Supra-threshold ContrastMatching
The relationship between the perception of contrast and spatial frequency at levels above
threshold is investigated through supra-threshold matching experiments. The importance
of supra-threshold has been drawn more and more attention recently, since image quality
metrics and compression are often applied well above threshold. Some past research on
supra-threshold is summarized in this section.
The measurement of contrast matching functions (CMFs) has been used in past
research (Georgeson & Sullivan, 1975; Cannon & Fullenkamp, 1993; Brady & Field,
1995; Peli et al., 1996; Swikes & Crognale, 1998; Vimal, 2000; Fiser et al., 2003) to
investigate the mechanisms responsible for supra-threshold vision. In their research, they
reported a flattening effect at high contrast for both achromatic and chromatic CMFs, and
they also concluded that the processing of both chromatic and achromatic information at
supra-threshold levels was different from that at threshold. Below is a summary of their
research.
M. A. Georgeson and G. D. Sullivan (1975) studied apparent contrast at different
spatial frequencies, in foveal and peripheral vision, in photopic and scotopic conditions,
and at different orientations in astigmatic subjects, through a contrast-matching technique
to assess the fidelity of supra-threshold vision. They found that two patterns match in
apparent contrast when their physical contrasts are equal, despite the difference of the
contrast thresholds for the two patterns, so that apparent contrast is independent of
contrast threshold.
Swanson et al. (1988) reviewed several studies of supra-threshold contrast
perception in terms of the normalization ofCTFs originally suggested by Georgeson and
Sullivan (1975).
Cannon and Fullenkamp (1993) studied the apparent contrast of a small grating
patch surrounded by an annular grating to determine if individual differences in supra-
threshold performance could be related to individual differences in thresholds. Four
experiments were performed. The first and the second experiments tested the surround
effect on the apparent contrast of the central patch as a function of the surround to central
patch contrast ratio, with changing surround width
(1st
experiment) or fixed surround
width
(2nd
experiment). The third experiment was to determine if observer performance
changed as spatial frequency was decreased. The fourth measured the contrast threshold
for the central patch at 8 c/deg of visual angle. The results suggest the existence of two
networks of weighted interconnections among tuned mechanisms: one mediating
enhancement and the other mediating suppression.
Brady and Field (1995) show contrast constancy holds for relatively broadband
patterns at supra-threshold. They used either band-pass noise patterns generated by
filtering a white noise image with Gaussian band-pass filters or localized Gabor patterns
generated by filtering a single spot on a uniform background using the same set of filters.
A method of adjustment was applied. A multi-channel model was suggested to account
for the results.
Peli et al. (1996) studied the interaction of the effects of luminance and spatial
frequency on perception of supra-threshold contrast. In their study, two Gabor patches at
different luminance levels and spatial frequencies were matched by observers for equal
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apparent contrast. Their results show that apparent-contrast matches as a function of
luminance at supra-threshold follow a pattern similar to that at threshold but the transition
from Weber's law to the square-root law occurred at lower luminance at supra-threshold.
For lower frequencies, the response followed Weber's law (flat) for all luminance levels
in the test. The effects of local luminance level on both the threshold and the supra-
threshold is evident at 8 c/deg and substantial at higher frequencies.
Switkes and Crognale (1998) measured observers' ability to equate the contrasts of
sinusoidal gratings varied along differing directions in a 3-D color space. The method of
forced-choice constant stimuli was applied. They found that observers could reliably
make such contrast matches, even though these chromatic axes were chosen to activate
independent mechanisms involved in the early stages of spatiochromatic visual
processing, and despite the different appearance ofpatterns from various color directions.
Intra observer variability was low and similar matches were obtained when the test and
reference color were interchanged. The pairwise contrast matches exhibit the properties
of homogeneity and transitivity, which allows specifying a single scaling factor relating
perceptual contrast to physical contrast for each color direction.
Vimal (2000) investigated whether chromatic CSFs have similar characteristics to
achromatic CSFs. Red-green vertical patterns were measured with a temporal Gaussian
envelope. A double-staircase procedure and the two-interval forced choice technique
were used. They found that the color CSFs are low-pass shape at low contrasts, broad-
bandpass shape at intermediate contrasts, and near flat at high contrasts, so it was
concluded that color-contrast-constancy is partly achieved at high contrasts. The
processing of both chromatic and achromatic information at supra-threshold levels is
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different from that at threshold. Isoluminant CMFs have higher upper cut-off frequencies
than isoluminant CSFs.
Fiser et al. (2003) investigated how supra-threshold visual processing is related to
threshold vision. They tested the temporal integration of contrast presenting large, sudden
changes in the stimuli under natural conditions. Three types of stimuli were used in their
study: gratings, natural scenes and noise patterns. They observed different effects for
threshold and supra-threshold. Threshold contrast showed probability summation,
indicating no detectable interaction between independent visual detectors. However, for
supra-threshold, they found algebraic summation of contrast for stimuli longer than 53
ms for all types of stimuli. Neither traditional contrast gain-control mechanisms nor the
effect of contrast constancy can explain the results. At supra-threshold levels, the visual
system seems to conserve the contrast information from recently viewed images. This
research suggests that a detection model applied at threshold level and a discrimination
model at supra-threshold should be different.
Supra-threshold image differences (image differences well above threshold) are a
main domain of image quality research. iCAM (Fairchild, 2002 & 2003) has been
developed to predict image difference well above threshold.
2.2 Historical Opponent Color spaces
The choice of color space applied in image compression, image quality metrics and
image difference metrics becomes crucial since it has to be optimal in terms of
compressibility and orthogonality. Historically, there have been several opponent color
spaces designed for specific applications. A review of historical opponent color spaces is
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presented in this section.
YCbCr (Poynton, 2002) space is a subset of YUV. It is often used in component
digital video such as studio video, MPEG, M-JPEG and JPEG/JFIF. The transformations
from gamma-corrected RGB to YCbCr are different for various applications. In
JPEG/JFIF the "full range"YCbCr is encoded, which has no footroom or headroom.
Luminance ranges from 0 to 255, and chrominance is from -128 to 128, but the pure
blue, or pure red with code +128 is clipped. However, for digital studio, headroom and
footroom are provided to accommodate ringing from analog and digital filters, and
signals from misadjusted analog equipment. For 8-bit coding, luminance is standardized
ranging [0...219], and chrominance ranging
[-1 12. .. 1 12]. Below shows a transformation from computer RGB.
Y "16
'
cb = 128
Cr. 128
256
65.738 129.057 25.064
-37.945 -74.494 112.439
112.439 -94.154 -18.285
R255
'255
B255
(2-1)
Equation 2-2 shows
"full-range" YCbCr from RGB in the range [0. . .255].
Y
Cb
c
256
76.544 150.272 29.184
-43.027 -84.471 127.498
127.498 -106.764 -20.734
R255
'255
B255
(2-2)
Equation 2-3 shows the transformation that scales and shifts the chrominance
values into the range of zero and one. This transform was used in this work.
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Y 0 0.299 0.587 0.114
cb = 0.5 + -0.1495 -0.2935 0.443
cr 0.5 0.438 -0.367 -0.071
R255
'255
B255
(2-3)
The YCbCr space has been tested and found to be the best color space among
YCbCr, La*b*, and OPP (described below) for image compression in terms of
compressibility and rate-distortion properties incorporated with CSFs of the color space.
(Nadenau and Reichel, 1999)
YIQ space is a television broadcast standard first adopted by the National
Television Standards Committee (NTSC) of the United States for broadcast television in
1953. The purpose of using YIQ space in television broadcast was to"maximize the
perceptual resolution of the encoded color information using the fixed amount of
bandwidth available in a broadcast signal in such a way as to be compatible with black
and white
transmission." (Schwarz et al.,1987) The Y channel is used for encoding
luminance information, the I axis encodes chrominance along a blue-green to orange
vector, and Q along a yellow-green to magenta vector. The following equation shows
transformation from XYZ toYIQ.
0.000 1.000 0.000
1.4070 -0.8420 -0.4510
0.9320 -1.1890 0.2330
(2-4)
IPT (Ebner & Fairchild, 1998) color space has been developed to be more uniform
in perceived hue than traditional color spaces like CIELAB. This attribute makes it very
useful in image processing application such as gamut mapping. The lightness dimension
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is denoted as I, the red-green dimension is P, and the yellow-blue dimension is T. The
input of the model is CIEXYZ for the 1931 2-degree observer with an illuminant ofD65.
It starts with a linear transformation to a cone space, followed by a nonlinear
transformation, and then another 3x3 matrix into the opponent color space. Below shows
the transformation from XYZ to IPT.
L "0.4002 0.7075 XD65
M = -0.228 1.1500 0.0612 YlD65
S 0.0 0.0 0.9184 7
= L043;L>=0;
=
-(-L)043;L<0;
=M043;M>=0;
(2-5)
=
-(-L)043; M<0;
= S043; S>=0;
=
-(-S)043; SO;
The range for the lightness axis is 0 to 1, for both opponent axes it's -1 to 1 .
0.4000 0.4000 0.2000
4.4550 -4.8510 0.3960
0.8056 0.3572 -1.1628
L
M
S
(2-6)
IPT space has been tested by Zhu et al. (2002) and showed good performance in
space uniformity and hue constancy.
DKL is an opponent modulation color space introduced by Derrington, Krauskopf,
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and Lennie (1984). As an opponent modulation space, it is based on the ideas that
photopigment excitations are recoded as contrast signals, in relative form rather than
absolute. DKL coordinates represent responses of three hypothesized mechanisms: a
luminance mechanism, a L-M opponent mechanism and a S-Lum opponent mechanism.
The DKL space fits in the assumption that there is a clear background. For complex
stimuli, natural images for instance, this is often not the case. Figure 2-2 shows the 3-D
DKL chromaticity space. We can see that there are three principal axes: the vertical
achromatic axis, the constant S-cone axis (0-180), and the constant L&M cone axes
(90-270). The center of the DKL chromaticity sphere is a stimulus perceived as white.
The constant S-cone axis represents modulating along red-green. Lennie and K'Zmura
(1998) pointed out that this axis better isolate the putative red-green mechanism based on
color appearance. The constant L&M axis represents modulation along yellow-green or
blue. Note that here Derrington, Krauskopf and Lennie refer to these diagrams as cone
excitation spaces, but Brainard (1996) treats the DKL space in terms of post-receptoral
mechanisms. The conversion example listed by Brainard (1996) was implemented in the
present study and the background was set to neutral rather than the mean of the stimuli
used in Brainard 's example.
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Achromatic
axis
constant L&M
cone axis
Isoluminant
plane
constant
S cone
axis
DKL Cone Excitation Space
Figure 2-2 3-D DKL chromaticity (From Raise & Boynton, 1996)
OPP has been developed by Poirson and Wandell (1993, 1996) as a pattern-color
separable opponent space, which is designed as a linear transformation best separating
color sensitivity from spatial frequency sensitivity. The opponent signals are transformed
from XYZ by the linear transformation shown below
O 0.297 0.72 -0.107
-0.449 0.29 -0.077
0.086 -0.59 0.501
(2-7)
This opponent color space has been applied as part of S-CIELAB model to compute
color reproduction errors in digital images (Zhang & Wandell, 1996). The lack of
orthogonality in this color space has been pointed out by Johnson and Farichild (2002).
This suggests necessary improvement of an opponent color space in term of
orthogonality.
An opponent color space aiming to mimic the color processing in the primate retina
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was introduced by Borer and Susstrunk (2002). The three components are blue-yellow,
red-green, and green-red. The last two are distinguished by opponent signals
corresponding to the midget ganglion cell with either a red or a green center and an
opposite surround. The input signal in LMS is first nonlinearly transformed, followed by
a linear, spatially extended transformation to compute the opponent signal. For the
reverse transformation, the LMS signal is decomposed into the opponent components and
increasingly blurred components. Equation 2.8 shows the transformation.
Ls= l-exp(kL)
Ms=l-exp(kM)
Ss=l-exp(kS) (2-8)
Rg = Ls-p*Ms
GR = Ms - p* Ls
BY = Ss-q*(Ls + Ms)
Where k is a constant dependent of the range of the input values, usually with
arbitrary fixed value 1 . p and q are lowpass filters.
The reconstruction from opponent signal to LMS is shown below.
Ls = (1-AVRo +aci-aVg*
Ms = (I-AVCjr +A(1-A2)"1Rg
where A is the linear operator p*.
Buchsbaum and Gottschalk (1983) performed PCA on cone fundamentals to get
opponent, an achromatic and two chromatic, channels. They found that opponent color
transformation from initial three color-mechanisms provides efficient information
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transmission. By viewing the visual system as an information-processing network, they
developed a deductive rationale for the existence of opponent color transformation to
serve as information compression and redundancy-reduction mechanisms for the
perceived color information.
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3. Experimental
3.1 Experimental Overview
Three psychophysical experiments were performed. The equi-luminance plane
experiment was to determine three equi-luminance planes corresponding to three mean
luminance levels. Method of adjustment was applied to allow subjects to adjust chromatic
noise image until it was least perceptible. A preliminary orthogonal space was derived by
performing principle component analysis (PCA) on the experimental data. Based on the
PCA space, a new opponent color space named Y C1C2 was derived. The threshold
experiment was to measure contrast thresholds for color vectors in the new opponent
color space: luminance, red-green, yellow-blue, cyan-orange, and magenta-lime, with
three frequency bands and three mean luminance levels. The QUEST (Watson and Pelli,
1983) procedure was applied and observers selected which of two side-by-side-displayed
stimuli had noise. The third experiment was supra-threshold measurement. Method of
adjustment was used and observers adjusted the noise contrast of the test stimuli to match
the contrast of the achromatic anchor stimuli, which had contrast scaled to three times its
threshold.
3.2 Experimental Set-up
3.2.1 IBM Display
An IBM T221 LCD was used to display the stimuli. The
22" LCD is 3840 by 2400
pixels,' corresponding to 200dpi and was driven by an ATI Radeon 8500 graphic card,
controlled by an Apple dual processor G5. The white point of the LCD was 250 cd/m2,
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measured with an LMT photometer. The display was colorimetrically characterized using
an LMT colorimeter using techniques described by Day et al. The average DEOO for all
measurements is 1.00.
3.2.2 Observers
For the equi-luminance plane experiment, twenty-five observers ranging in age from 23
to 43 years participated in the experiment, and for the threshold experiment and supra-
threshold experiment, there were twenty observers ranging in age from 23 to 60. Details
of the observers can be found in Appendix A, "observer information".
3.2.3 Viewing Condition
All three experiments were performed in a totally dark room. Observers were seated with
a distance of 3 feet to the LCD, so that every single stimulus in our experiment extends a
4
visual angle, with a size of480 by 480 pixels. This corresponds to 60 cycles per degree
ofvisual angle or 120 pixels-per-degree.
3.3 Equi-luminance Plane Experiment
The objective of the experiment was to determine three equi-luminance planes
corresponding to three mean luminance levels. A method of adjustment was utilized,
allowing subjects to adjust chromatic noise images until the
noise was least perceptible.
3.3.1 Stimuli
Each stimulus was a chromatic noise image made of two additive complimentary colors.
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Stimuli were created for combinations of three relative luminance levels corresponding to
L*
values of 30, 50, and 70 relative to display white (Y=0.1, 0.29, 0.65 in relative
luminance), and four complementary hue pairs. One end of each pair was defined in a
u'v'
chromaticity space relative to the unique hues in CIELAB space (unique Yellow,
unique Red, half way between Yellow and Red, half way between Red and Blue). See
Figure 3-1 for details. The other end of the noise vector was defined as the additive
complimentary going through the white-point with equal
u'v'
steps. Two chroma levels
(original u'v'and a 20% decrease in u'v'space) were examined. Three spatial frequency
bands: an octave filter centered at 1 cpd (50% at 0.5 & 2 cpd), another centered at 4 cpd
(50% at 2 & 8 cpd), and uniform white noise with a maximum frequency of 60 cpd were
also used. In all this represents 72 combinations of 4 color-vectors, 2 saturations, 3
luminance levels and 3 frequency bands that were evaluated. Figure 3-2 shows the four
color vectors for two chroma levels in
u'v'
space. The blue long lines represent high
chroma, and red bold short lines represent low chroma. Each stimulus trial was repeated
four times for a total of288 adjustments by each observer.
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N\ 315
Halfway between R and unique Blue
Figure 3-1. Hue angles (CIELAB) used to guide selection of the complementary hue vectors. (Fairchild,
1998)
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Figure 3-2. Four vectorsfor two chroma levels. Blue long lines represent high chroma, red bold short lines
represent low chroma.
Figure 3.3 shows the general flow chart for creating the experimental noise images.
First, a random noise image was created. This noise image was filtered using octave
spatial filters to obtain the desired spatial frequency noise patterns. An octave filter was
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built to filter the noise image into three frequency bands. An octave filter is a special
Gaussian filter in log frequency space. Full Width Half Height (FWHH) occurs at half
and twice the frequency of the peak. Then a color map representing a line connecting the
two endpoints in the three dimensional space u'v'Y was constructed. One end of the hue
pair was the anchor and had fixed chromaticity and luminance. The chromaticity of the
other end was fixed such that it was an equal distance from the white point as the fixed
end in u'v'space. Observers were allowed to adjust the luminance of the other end (and
thus also adjusting the line connecting the endpoints) until the chromatic noise was least
perceptible, e.g. the noise field was most uniform. The observers were told to adjust the
noise image until the noise was least perceptible so they did not necessarily know that the
luminance of one end was fixed. The observers were allowed to adjust the luminance of
the endpoint plus-or-minus 0.1 out of 1 relative Y units of the anchor point. Some stimuli
examples are shown in Figure 3-4. The first row shows all four color-vectors at one
luminance and spatial frequency. The second row shows all three luminance levels for
one color-vector and frequency. The third row shows all three frequency bands for one
luminance and color-vector.
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Random Noise Image
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Chromatic Noise Image
*
Figure 3-3 Flow chart ofstimuli creation
R-G o-c Y-B M-YG
Y=0.65
1"Center 4Center White Noise
Figure 3-4. Stimuli examples presented in the experiment
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3.3.2 Procedure
The stimulus was centered on the characterized IBM LCD shown in figure 3-5, with a
viewing distance of three feet, subtending four degrees. The background was set to 50%
percent ofY of the white point of the display and subtended about 12 of visual angle.
The remainder of the display was masked. The subjects were asked to adjust luminance
of the noise image until the noise was least perceptible (they were actually adjusting the
luminance ofjust one end point of the chromatic noise vectorwith the intermediate colors
also changing in luminance accordingly). The experiment was divided into two sessions
and each session consisted of two repetitions of each of the 72 stimuli. Most observers
felt it more difficult to minimize the appearance ofnoise for low frequency stimuli. This
is expected since the contrast sensitivity for chromatic variation is much greater for the
low frequency information. In effect, the observers were setting the patterns to constant
perceived luminance under the hypothesis that luminance noise is more easily perceived
than chromatic noise.
Figure 3-5. Stimulipresentation in the psychophysical experiment.
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3.3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.3.1 Inter and Intra-observer Variance
Inter-observer and intra-observer standard deviation (STD) is reported in Figures 3-6 and
3-7a. The inter-observer STD is rather small, ranging from 0.01 to 0.05 relative CIE Y
(0.0 to 1.0) units, 0-1 range. At the low luminance level, the STD is smaller than that at
higher luminance level. Ofnote, these results do not strictly follow Weber's law, with the
uncertainties (a measure of thresholds) increasingmore slowly than predicted by Weber's
law shown in figure 3-7b. When subjects performed the experiment they reported it to be
more difficult for higher luminance stimuli, but much easier for lower luminance stimuli.
This might be related to the overall increase in both luminance and chromatic contrast
sensitivity at higher luminance levels. Intra-observer STD, as shown in Figure 3-7a is of a
similar magnitude to the inter-observer STD. Of note, intra-observer STD is based on
four repetitions, while inter-observer STD is based on 25 observers. So, intra-observer
STD is actually at the smaller magnitude than inter-observer STD.
Figure 3-6. Inter-observer STD.
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Figure 3-7a. Intra-observe STD.
Figure 3-7b. Weber's law (which wouldpredict std/Y= constant) failed in experiment 1.
Of particular interest for this experiment are any possible effects of frequency,
luminance and chroma on observer variance. Figure 3-8 illustrates that at the lowest
frequency the STD is the smallest compared to the intermediate and high frequencies.
During the experiment observers actually felt it more difficult to adjust low frequency
stimuli, suggesting a higher variance. According to chromatic contrast sensitivity
functions, the human visual system has higher sensitivity for low frequency than for high
frequency. This indicates that chromatic contrast is easier to distinguish at lower
frequencies than at higher frequencies. This might be the reason for the smaller variance
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at low frequencies. Figure 3-9 illustrates that differences in chroma appear to have no
effect on variance.
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Figure 3-8. Standard deviation was calculated among all observers and classified according to spatial
frequency.
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Figure 3-9. Standard deviation was averaged among all observers and classified according to chroma
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3.3.3.2 Principle Components Analysis
To address the question of finding the color space that best separates luminance and
chrominance information, the data distribution in three dimensions (such as CIE XYZ)
must be examined. Figures 3-10a and 3-10b illustrate that the data vary more along the X
and Z dimensions, but much less along the Y dimension. From the Figures 3-10 one can
see that most of the data variation is orthogonal, or nearly orthogonal to Y This
immediately suggests that the CIE 1931 Y dimension is a reasonable predictor of
perceived luminance for this application.
1.4
1.2
1
08
0.6^
0.4^
0.2 -,
1*'
.<
Figure 3-10a. Data in XYZ space. Data shown here are final XYZ of the adjustment end averaged among
all observers andfour repetitions.
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Figure. 3-10bDataprojected onto X-Y(left) andZ-Y(right) plane.
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Figure 3-11 shows the data visualized in another way. Every line in Figure 3-11 is
drawn between the anchor point (left) and the observer adjusted end (right). Each row has
the same luminance. Each column has the same color-vectors but with two levels of
chroma. The hue pairs for each column are Magenta-Yellow/Green, Yellow-Blue,
Orange-Cyan and Red-Green, respectively from left to right. The short line represents
low chroma pairs and the long line represents high chroma pairs. For each subplot there
are six combinations of two chroma levels and three frequencies. It is assumed that when
the perceived luminance of the two ends (and every point between) is equal or close to
each other, the chromatic noise will be least perceptible. As expected, the CIE luminance
of the two ends is similar. It is interesting to note that for higher luminance (bottom row
Figure 3-1 1), the variance is larger than that for lower luminance.
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Magenta-Yellow/Green Yellow-Blue
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Y-0.1
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Figure 3-11.The x-axis ofeach subplot indicatesfixed end and adjustment end as shown on the left lower
cornerplot. The blue and cyan lines represent stimuli withfrequency centered at 1 cpd, the green and
magenta line centered at 4 cpd, and the red, yellow linefor white noise. Short or long lines are used to
distinguish low or high chroma respectively.
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Table 3-1. Variance Rangefor Each Subplot in Figure 3-11
Luminance
Level
M-Y/G Y-B o-c R-G
Y=0.1
Min 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Max 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Y=0.29
Min 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
Max 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
Y=0.65
Min 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04
Max 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05
The standard deviation ranges among all observers for each subplot are shown in
Table 3-1. It illustrates that for high luminance levels, the variance is larger, while for low
luminance levels, the variance is smaller. In all cases, the CIE Y differences between the
end-points are of the same order as, or smaller than the standard deviation between
observers.
A statistical T-test was applied to determine if there were significant difference
between CIE Y value of the adjusted endpoint and the Y value of the anchor point. From
this analysis 41 of the 72 stimuli showed a significant difference between the CIE Y of
the two end-points. This suggests that CIE Y does not adequately describe perceived
luminance for this data.
Principle Components Analysis was applied on the data separately for each initial
lightness values. The function pcacov.m in Matlab was used to perform PCA. The input
to the PCA is the CIE XYZ values of the two endpoints for each luminance levels.
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Equations 3-1, 3-2, 3-3 show the calculated transformations from XYZ into the three
dimensions of the PCA space (for each initial luminance level). From the PCAwe can see
that the third dimension contributes near zero variance (see Table 3-2). Notice from
Equations 3-1, 3-2, 3-3 that this dimension correlates very strongly with the CIE Y
luminance channel. In Table 3-2, the small percentage for the third dimension indicates
that the input data varies much less in that dimension than the first two dimensions. The
principle component matrices constitute a preliminary orthogonal color space, and give a
good starting point for the creation of a new opponent color space specifically designed
for image processing. The PCA space also allows for summary of the data to evaluate
historical color spaces.
ForY=0.1
For Y=0.29
For Y=0.65
V,
V,
-0.0249 -0.0480 -0.9985
0.9936 -0.1114 -0.0194
-0.1103 -0.9926 0.0505
-0.0048 0.0196 0.9998
-0.9983 0.0578 -0.0059
-0.0579 -0.9981 0.0193
-0.0279 0.0064 0.9996
-0.9996 -0.0018 -0.0279
0.0016 -1.000 0.0064
(3-1)
(3-2)
(3-3)
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Table 3-2. Variance from PCA and Percent Variance Explained by Each Dimensionfrom PCA
Luminance
Level
Y=0.1
Y=0.29
Y=0.65
DIM1
0.0059(95.5102%)
0.0425 (94.5319%)
0.1267(92.7522%)
DIM2
0.0003 (4.2612%)
0.0024(5.4211%)
0.0099 (7.2126%)
DIM3
0 (0.2285%)
0 (0.047%)
0 (0.0352%)
3.3.3.3 Chromatic Noise Prediction
As illustrative examples, the visibility of chromatic noise in the PCA space and other
color spaces can be visualized. Various noise images used in the experiment with
combinations of different frequency, luminance and chroma were transformed to CIE
XYZ, and then to the PCA space and other opponent spaces. The PCA space defines
optimal performance for this data-set, and other opponent color spaces can be examined
to look for similar capabilities. Figure 3-12 gives examples of a noise image along the
yellow-blue vector expressed in individual channels of the PCA space, CIE XYZ, IPT,
YCbCr and YIQ. Linear in luminance versions of each space were used.
For this particular noise image, in the PCA (the first row) space, noise is barely
present in the third dimension, and similarly little noise is observed in the Y channel of
CIE XYZ, YCbCr and YIQ spaces, while in the IPT space there is some noise apparent in
the achromatic channel. This implies that IPT color space is not orthogonal with respect
to luminance and might be sub-optimal for chromatic noise evaluation, modeling and
perceptibility prediction. The fact that noise varies in the chromatic channels for different
spaces indicates the color direction of the chromatic channels. For example, for this
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yellow-blue noise image, in IPT space there is less noise observed in the P channel than
that in the T channel, because the P channel is along red-green direction, and the T
channel is along yellow-blue direction, suggesting the most noise in this channel for this
yellow-blue noise image.
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Y I Q
Figure 3-12. The top row is the original image. Stimulus information is u V
'
of0.2108 and 0.5173
respectively, luminance level 0.1, and 4cpd spatialfrequency. The remaining rows are the same image
transformed into various color spaces.
Figure 3-13 illustrate cross-talk of luminance noise into the chromatic channels of
various color spaces. These images were created by making a neutral gray in sRGB and
then converting that image into XYZ and then the PCA space. Noise was added to the
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third dimension of the PCA space as shown in the first row of Figure 3-13, and then
converted back into XYZ. From XYZ the image was converted to the various color
spaces. Most noise is permuted to the luminance channel for all the spaces. There is noise
"leakage" into the P channel of the IPT space, and all the channels of the YCbCr space,
while slightly less into the I and Q channel of YIQ, and the T of IPT. Figure 3-13
illustrates how the optimized PCA space can reveal some of the limitations of the other
color spaces for predicting the visibility of chromatic noise, since luminance noise leaks
into the chromatic dimensions and vice versa.
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Figures 3-13 cross-talk of luminance noise into chromatic channels in various color space
3.3.4 Summary
A psychophysical experiment was performed to measure the visibility of chromatic noise.
Observers minimized the visibility of noise patterns of various spatial frequencies,
luminance levels, and hues. An orthogonal color space has been derived to describe these
data using Principal Component Analysis. This space was used to examine
historical
opponent spaces by transforming various chromatic noise images into this PCA space and
other opponent color spaces. The cross-talk of luminance noise into chromatic channels
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was also examined. These results are used to optimize models of chromatic noise
perception for digital imaging, in chapter 4.
3.4 Threshold Experiment
The goal of the second experiment was to measure contrast threshold for color vectors of
the new opponent color space: luminance, red-green, yellow-blue, cyan-orange, and
magenta-lime with three frequency bands and three luminance levels. The QUEST
(Watson and Pelli, 1983) procedure was applied in the threshold experiment for its
simplicity, efficiency, and easy implementation. It is an adaptive psychometric procedure
that combines observer's responses on past trials and experimenter's prior knowledge
about the shape of the psychometric function and approximate threshold for a particular
condition under study to estimate thresholds. The assumption is that the psychometric
function has the same shape under all conditions when expressed as a function of log
intensity differing only in position along the log intensity axis from condition to
condition.
3.4.1 Stimuli
Observers are simultaneously shown two stimuli. One stimulus has luminance or
chromatic noise, and the other one is a uniform patch with no noise for appearance of
gray.
Noise generation is the same as the equi-luminance plane experiment, except that
the color map is in the new color space Y CiC2 described in chapter 4, rather than YuV
space. Noise stimuli were created for combinations of three relative luminance levels
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corresponding to
L* values of 30, 50, and 70 relative to display white (Y=0.1, 0.29,
0.65), three frequency bands centered at lcpd, 4cpd, and white noise, and 5 directions:
luminance, red-green, yellow-blue, cyan-orange, and magenta-lime. For the first three
cardinal opponent channels, the contrast of noise was defined as the log of the noise
intensity added to that channel. For the yellow/green-magenta axis shown in Figure 3-14,
noise was added to red-green and the same amount of noise was subtracted from yellow-
blue channels, while for orange-cyan axis, both the red-green channel and yellow-blue
channel had the same amount ofnoise added. Each stimulus trial was repeated twice.
Figure 3-14 Noise contrast definition in the opponent color space
3.4.2 Procedure
Two image patches with the size of 480 by 480 pixels were presented on the
characterized IBM display (same as the first experiment) side by side shown in Figure
3-
15, with a viewing distance of three feet, subtending four degrees for each patch. The
background was set to D65 at 50% luminance relative to the white point of the display,
and subtended about 12 degree ofvisual angle. The remainder of the display was masked.
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Subjects were instructed to choose which image had noise by pressing the left or right
arrow keys. Each observer participated in two sessions and each session took about 45
minutes. The author took a pre-experiment to decide the initial threshold of the QUEST
for the first session of all observers. The results from the first session were used as the
initial threshold for the second session.
Figure 3-15 Stimulipresentationfor the threshold experiment (Ofnote, in the real experiment the noise
contrast on the left was smaller than shown here.)
QUEST procedure was used for the experiment. Each trial was stopped after 40
response. This may sacrifice something in efficiency, but it has the advantage of
simplicity and fits well with the block structure of conventional psychometric
experiments.
3.4.3 Results and Discussion
Results were collected for 20 observers with two repetitions for individuals. Figure 3-
16a&b illustrate thresholds and contrast sensitivity for each color vector, at three
luminance levels, with three frequency bands. The black diamonds are for luminance
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noise, yellow triangle for yellow-blue, red square for red-green, cyan cross for orange-
cyan, magenta star for magenta-yellow/green noise.
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Figure 3-16 (a) Thresholds in log unitfor each color vector, at three luminance levels, with threefrequency
bands, (b) Contrast sensitivity in log unitfor each color vector, at three luminance levels, with three
frequency bands. As shown in the legend, the black diamond isfor luminance channel, yellow trianglefor
yellow-blue channel, red squarefor red-green channel, cyan crossfor orange-cyan channel, magenta star
formagenta-yellow/green.
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We can see low-pass characteristics in all chromatic channels and a slight band-pass
behavior in the luminance channel. For chromatic channels, the low-pass shape is
consistent with results from Mullen (1985) and Owens (2002). The band-pass properties
of the achromatic channel were not as evident showing more of a low-pass trend. There
are two possible reasons for this. One is that there was no data at low frequencies. It also
may be caused by the specific octave filter noise pattern of our stimuli. For stimuli with
the frequency band centered at 4, there is actually information ranging from 2 to 8 cpd,
and limited information at even lower or higher frequencies. This may reduce the
sensitivity at intermediate frequencies. Such stimuli try to represents stimuli in the real
world, where there is little chance for totally isolated frequency. A trend of threshold
increment with increasing luminance levels is observed. The yellow-blue channel has the
lowest sensitivity among all the cases. One surprising observation is that the luminance
channel does not have the highest sensitivity at all frequency bands and luminance levels.
The behavior is most evident for achromatic stimuli with low frequency bands, which
indicate lower sensitivity than all the chrominance vectors except the yellow-blue
channel. Another exception was also found for achromatic stimuli with the high
frequency band, at middle luminance level. This stimulus shows equal sensitivity with the
chrominance channels except again for the yellow-blue channel. This may also be caused
by the noise pattern and the relative normalization of the opponent dimensions.
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Figure 3-17 (a) Inter-Observer StandardDeviationfor each color vector in color space, at three luminance
levels, with threefrequency bands, (b) Intra-Observer Standard Deviation for each color vector in color
space, at three luminance levels, with threefrequency bands. The black isfor luminance, yellowfor
yellow-
blue, redfor red-green, cyanfor orange-cyan, magentaformagenta-yellow/green.
Both the inter- and intra- observer variation is consistent, as shown in Figure 3-17
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a&b. The inter-observer standard deviation ranges from 0.15 to 0.64, and the intra-
observer standard deviation ranges from 0.05 to 0.41. They are at the same magnitude,
suggesting reasonable consistency among observers.
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Figure 3-18Age effect on contrast threshold
Figure 3-18 illustrates that there is no apparent age effect on contrast sensitivity
from ages 23 to 60.
3.4.4 Summary of threshold experiment
The QUEST procedure was applied in the second experiment to measure the threshold of
the achromatic axis and chromatic axes in the color space. All chromatic channels show
obvious low-pass characteristics and the achromatic channel exhibits ambiguous band
pass behavior.
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3.5 Supra-threshold Experiment
The goal of the third experiment was to perform supra-threshold matching. The method
of adjustment was used by observers to adjust the noise contrast of the test stimuli to
match the contrast of an achromatic anchor stimulus, which had three times the contrast
of its own threshold.
3.5.1 Stimuli
An anchor stimulus was chosen of the middle luminance, middle frequency band. The
contrast of the luminance noise was three times the measured threshold from the
threshold experiment. The testing stimuli were luminance or chromatic noise images at
three frequency bands and three luminance levels, the same used in the threshold
experiment. The same noise generation procedure was applied to the noise stimuli as that
in threshold experiment. Each stimuli trial had three repetitions.
3.5.2 Procedure
The subjects were instructed to adjust the contrast of test stimuli to match the contrast of
the anchor stimuli as shown in Figure 3-19. Here the definition of
"contrast"
was
addressed to subjects, to avoid confusion with
"visibility" (Georgeson & Sullivan, 1975).
The contrast was defined the same as the threshold experiment, that is, the log of noise
intensity added to opponents channels. Of note the stimuli in the experiment were images
made of opponent noise, so the contrast may have been purely chromatic, such as red to
green.
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Figure 3-19 Stimuli presented in the supra-threshold experiment (Ofnote, the left stimulus was the anchor
stimulus, the right one was the test stimulus)
3.5.3 Results and discussion
Figure 3-20 shows the scalar multiple of each stimulus threshold that was needed to
match the anchor stimulus. As shown in the legend, the different colors in Figure 3-20 are
for different opponent channels. The textured bar is for the anchor stimulus. The x-axis
indicates mean luminance level and frequency band. Most of the stimuli required close to
three times their own contrast threshold to match the anchor stimulus, which was also
three times its contrast threshold. For low luminance and low frequency chromatic
stimuli, except the yellow-blue pattern, the amount of contrast necessary to match the
anchor stimulus was well above the other stimuli. Further more, a line (see Figure 3-21)
with a slope of 2.29 was fitted to supra-threshold contrast versus threshold contrast data.
An R2 of 0.95 indicates a good linear scale of supra-threshold contrast to threshold
contrast, though the slope greater than one indicates that supra-threshold sensitivity is
higher than threshold.
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Figure 3-23 Supra-threshold contrast sensitivity
Figure 3-22 shows how much contrast was needed to perceptually match the
standard anchor contrast. Figure 3-23 indicates a clear low-pass shape for all chromatic
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channels and a slight band-pass behavior for the achromatic channel. The curves are
flattening, but not completely flat. This is because the contrast of the anchor was not high
enough for contrast constancy, as some researchers have previously observed. Results
from Georgeson and Sullivan (1975) indicate the flattening of equal-contrast contours is
more complete at higher contrast. At low frequencies the luminance sensitivity is actually
lower than for the chrominance channels, aside from the yellow-blue channel.
Inter- and intra-observer variability is observed in Figure 3-24 a&b. Inter-observer
standard deviation ranges from 0.08 to 0.32, and intra-observer is from 0.04 to 0.34. Most
observers'
standard deviation was below 0.15 of contrast.
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3.5.4 Summary
A supra-threshold matching experiment has been performed to measure contrastmatching
above threshold using the method of adjustment. The sensitivity of supra-threshold
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contrastmatching shows a similar low-pass shape to the threshold data for all chromatic
channels, though little flattening was observed. Combined with the results from the
threshold experiment this suggests that one low-pass filtermay be enough to model
chrominance noise at threshold level and above threshold level. The results of these two
experiments can be used to guide spatial filtering on images. In the next chapter, models
are built to fit and explain the experiment results.
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4. Model Formulation
In this chapter, in addition to the description of the development of the new opponent
color space, sets of contrast sensitivity functions were optimized to fit experimental data
from the threshold and supra-threshold experiments.
4.1 Y CiC2 Opponent Color Space Development
From the first experiment, three PCA spaces were derived corresponding to three
luminance levels, with the third dimension correlating strongly with CIE Y. However, it is
more practical to have just one space. Therefore, we need to combine the three planes
into one space. Another major concern is the chromatic opponency. Known color
directions are also necessary in such a color space. Figure 4-1 shows the flowchart for
deriving the new orthogonal opponent color space.
First, we averaged three third dimensions and it gave us one luminance vector.
Then a unique yellow (CIELAB [L C h] = [70 30 90]) was defined to be orthogonal to the
luminance vector, and the yellow vector was extended to go through the white point of
the luminance vector. Then another vector was computed to be orthogonal to the
luminance vector and the yellow vector. So now we have three orthogonal vectors, one
still correlated strongly with CIE Y, another pointing to unique yellow and the third one
orthogonal to the other two vectors. Next, luminance information was subtracted from
two chrominance channels. By doing this, the issue of separating luminance from
chrominance was addressed. After subtraction, we again rotated the second axis back to
unique yellow. This rotated space became the orthogonal opponent Y C1C2 color space.
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Figure 4-1 Flowchartfor deriving the new orthogonal opponent color space
Equation 4-1 and Figure 4-2 show the linear transformation from CIE 193 1 XYZ to
Y C1C2 rendered with D65. No negative response is observed in the achromatic
channel.
Y
C\
C2
0.0556 0.9981 -0.0254
0.9510 -0.9039 0.0000
0.0386 1.0822 -1.0276
(4-1)
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The orthogonality of the Y C1C2 color space is evaluated by presenting a set of
example images in Figure 4-3. Figure 4-3 (a) is the gray scale ofGretag Macbeth color
checker rendered to D65, (bl) is the luminance information of the image, and (cl) is the
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red-green opponent information, and (dl) is the yellow-blue opponent information in Y
CiC2 color space. As a comparison, (b2), (c2) and (d2) illustrate image information in
luminance, and two chromatic channels of S-CIELAB opponent (OPP) color space.
Ideally, for this set of gray patches, there should not be any information in the chromatic
channels in a completely orthogonal opponent color space. In Y CiC2 color space, we can
barely see any information in the red-green channel or the yellow-blue channel. While in
the OPP space, there are a still information shown in the chromatic channels (see b2,
c2,d2). This suggests that Y C1C2 color space does a much better job separating
luminance information from chromatic channels than OPP does. This should not be a
surprise because the Y C1C2 color space was designed to be orthogonal, as described in
Section 4.1, which leads it to better separate luminance information from chrominance
channels.
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(dl) (d2)
Figure 4-3 Orthogonality visualization 1 (a) original image; (bl) (cl) (dl) luminance, red-green,
yellow-blue opponent channels in YC1C2 space; (b2) (c2) (d.2) luminance, red-green, yellow-blue
opponent channels in OPP color space
As another example is illustrated in Figure 4-4; the original image was transformed
to the different channels ofY C1C2 color space and OPP space.
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(dl) (d2)
Figure 4-4 Orthogonality visualization 11(a) original image; (bl) (cl) (dl) luminance, red-green,
yellow-blue opponent channels inYQQ space; (b2) (c2) (d.2) luminance, red-green, yellow-blue opponent
channels in OPP color space
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Figure 4-5&4-6 gives an idea as to what colors the principle chrominance axes
represent in different color spaces. Figure 4-5 shows the principle axes of various color
space in xy chromaticity plot. For these figures, Equation 2-3 was used to compute for
YCbCr, 2-4 for YIQ, 2-7 for OPP, linear transformation for IPT, and the example
calculated by Brainard (1996) was used for DKL except the background was set to be
neutral gray. The chrominance axes ofY C1C2 space, OPP, DKL and LAB are oriented in
a very similar way. YIQ is orientated differently from the other four spaces since its
chrominance directions are different.
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Figure 4-6 shows some unique hues (defined in Section 3.3.1) plotted in the
chromatic planes ofvarious opponent color spaces. The black circle in the origin is D65.
Circles represent unique hues with L of 30, diamonds for 50, and squares for 70.
Different colors are for specific hues. The same transformationmatrices used in Figure 4-
5 was used here. The two chrominance axes ofDKL and YCbCr are almost the same. Y
C1C2 space is similar to CIE LAB, since one axis of the space defined the same unique
yellow as LAB space.
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4.2 Empirical CSFs Modeling
Sets of contrast sensitivity functions were modeled based on experiment data. Figure 4-7
shows the flowchart for CSF modeling. First, noise images at threshold level were
filtered by a band-pass (for luminance noise image) or low-pass (for chromatic noise
images) filter. Then the "fmincon.m" routine in MATLAB was used to optimize
parameters based on the objective functions shown in Equations 4-2 to 4-5. Essentially
the filtered noise images were subtracted from a uniform patch and then averaged.
Noise Image
(Frequency)
Filter
(Frequency)
Filtered Image
1
Parameter
Adjustment
A
Conditional
Optimization
Figure 4-7 Flowchart ofCSFmodeling
For luminance noise images, the three-parameter band-pass function shown in
Equation 4-6, first described by Movshon and Kiorpes (1998), was fitted to our
luminance noise images. The objective function used in optimization routine was shown
in Equation 4-2 and 4-3 for threshold data and supra-threshold data respectively. GM.
Johnson (RIT) and T. Song (Derby) described a five-parameter model shown in Equation
4-8, which was fitted to the luminance noise image data. Equation 4-4 and 4-5 describe
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the objective functions used for the five-parameter model, which already has the mean
subtracted. Chromatic noise data was fitted by the sum of two three-parameter filters
(Johnson & Fairchild, 2003) described in Equation 4-7. The DC maintaining technique
described by Johnson & Fairchild (2002) was applied to the chromatic filters.
ytM = abs(mean(abs(imgFiltered - mean(imgNoise))
- 1) (4-2)
ysup =
abs{mean(abs{imgFiltered- mean(imgNoise))- 3) (4-3)
ythd_5p = abs(mean(abs(imgFiltered))
- 1) (4-4)
ysup_ 5p = abs{mean(abs{ imgFiltered))
- 3) (4-5)
/,(/) = a'
f< -"< (4-6)
csfchrom(f) = , '
e-"<
/"
+ a2 (4-7)
/,_s(/W2'-2WV^(4-8)
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The optimized parameters are reported in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Parameters for all CSFmodels
Parameters
Lum_thd_3p 74.9707 0.2199 0.7797
Lum_sup_3p 79.0437 0.2640 0.9360
Lum_thd_5p 0.1600 0.6400 0.4000 0.1600 -0.3310
Lum_sup_5p 0.1628 0.6400 0.6000 0.1600 -0.3200
Red-greenthd 87.4663 -0.0003 2.7395 109.1824 -0.0029 1.7342
yellow-bluethd 5.6263 0.0000 3.4066 32.5528 -0.0844 1.3269
Red-green sup 91.2275 -0.0003 2.8030 74.9067 -0.0038 2.6013
yellow-blue sup 5.6263 0.0000 3.4066 41.9363 -0.0831 1.3684
Figure 4-8 illustrates the optimized sets ofCSFs. Solid lines show CSF at threshold
level, dotted lines at supra-threshold level. The luminance CSF at threshold and supra
threshold levels almost overlaps with similar band-pass shape, and the chrominance CSF
shows similar low-pass shape at threshold and supra-threshold levels. The three-
parameter luminance CSF peaks at 4cpd, while the five-parameter luminance CSF peaks
at 8cpd. Comparison with the experiment data shown in Chapter 3, this indicates the five-
parameter luminance model fits the data better than the three-parameter model, which
under estimates the achromatic sensitivity above 6cpd. Of note, the DC component was
constrained to be one for the chromatic filters.
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Figure 4-8 Optimized sets ofCSFs (a) Linear representation ofCSFs (b) CSFs in log-log plot. Solid lines
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Bearing the goal in mind of building a visual image dference model that includes
the orthogonal opponent color space and a set of optimized CSFs, it's interesting to
visualize how the model works. As an example, the original image shown in Figure 4-9
(a) was first transformed to the orthogonal opponent color space, and then transferred to
frequency domain using a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). The contrast sensitivity
functions calculated for threshold and supra-threshold were multiplied with the image.
Finally, the inverse DFT of the image was calculated and the filtered images is illustrated
in Figure 4-9 (b) and (c). As expected, some edge information is lost. The blurring effect
indicates the lowpass filter serves to modulate high frequency edges. The similar blurring
effect of the threshold CSF and the supra-threshold CSF is expected since the optimized
filters are simple. It suggests that it maybe possible to apply the same set of CSFs for
both threshold and supra-threshold.
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Figure 4-9 (a) Original image (b) Spatialfiltered image usingfive-parameterfilterfor luminance at
threshold (c) Spatialfiltered image usingfive-parameterfor luminance at supra-threshold
Of interest is any individual channel filtering effect on the image. In Figure 4-10, the
original image was filtered by the luminance CSF (b), the red-green CSF (c), and the
yellow-blue CSF (c). No blurring was observed in images filtered by chromatic CSF, but
the image filtered by luminance CSF shows some artifacts caused by blurring. This
suggests that chromatic channels can be filtered without loss of any perceived image
quality.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4-10 (a) Original Image (b) Imagefiltered by luminance CSF (c) Imagefiltered by red-green CSF
(d) Imagefiltered by yellow-blue CSF
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5. Conclusions
In this project, we have presented a model to predict chromatic noise in digital images.
The model includes an orthogonal opponent color space Y CiC2 and sets of optimized
CSFs.
Three psychophysical experiments were performed to generate perceptual data and
build the model. Through the first experiment three equi-luminance planes corresponding
to three mean luminance levels were determined. A method of adjustment was used to
allow subjects to adjust chromatic noise images until the noise was least perceptible. A
preliminary orthogonal space was derived by performing principle component analysis
(PCA) on the experimental data. Based on the PCA space, the orthogonal opponent color
space Y C1C2 was developed. The orthogonality of the color space was visualized by
transforming example images to the color space and displaying information in individual
channels. The Y C1C2 space shows improved performance compared with the S-CIELAB
OPP space, with the respect of separating luminance information from chromatic
channels and vice versa. The second experimentmeasured contrast threshold for the three
cardinal axes and the two diagonal axes of the Y C1C2 opponent color space, at three
frequency bands and three luminance levels. The QUEST (Watson and Pelli, 1983)
procedure was used with a two alternative forced choice experiment, where observers had
to choose which of the two side-by-side-displayed stimuli had noise. The supra-threshold
experiment was to measure contrast sensitivity well above threshold. Again the method
of adjustment was used for observers to adjust the noise contrast of the test stimuli to
match the contrast of the parallel displayed achromatic anchor stimuli, which had three
times the contrast of its own threshold.
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Modeling on experiment data from the threshold and supra-threshold experiments
produced sets of optimized CSFs. A five-parameter band-pass CSF was obtained to
model achromatic noise. As for chromatic noise, a six-parameter low-pass CSF was
optimized to model each channel of chromatic noise. The fact that threshold CSFs and
supra-threshold CSFs have similar shape suggests one set ofCSFs may be applicable for
both cases.
For application of spatial filtering, given a digital image, it is first transformed to
the orthogonal opponent color space Y C1C2, where achromatic information is separated
from chromatic information. For the application in digital photography, we may want to
minimize noise in luminance channel, or put noise into the less perceptible chromatic
channels. In such an orthogonal opponent color space, we can precisely analyze the
amount of perceptible noise in each channel. Then the image is transformed into the
frequency domain, where it is multiplied with the optimized, therefore, if certain
frequencies are not perceptible they are filtered out, and certain frequencies that are most
perceptible are enhanced. An image difference map can be obtained based on filtering
two images and calculating per-pixel color difference.
In the future, this model can be applied in image difference computation, such as
modifying iCAM to compute image differences. As far as the application in image
compression, selected images could be compressed in the Y CiC2 color space as well as
other opponent color spaces. Further experiments could be performed to evaluate the
model performance in terms of space orthogonality and compressibility.
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Appendix 1
Observer Information
Equi-luminance plane experiment
Observer Experience Age
AK naive 27
CMB naive 30
CMD naive 37
DRW expert 42
EDM expert 40
EPM expert 23
GMJ expert 29
HXZ naive 28
HY expert 37
JLL naive 27
LAT expert 28
LIU naive 30
MDF expert 40
MN naive 36
MRR expert 43
RAP expert 23
SAP naive 29
TH expert 30
VH naive 38
WK naive 26
WO naive 29
XAS expert 28
YC naive 32
YH naive 26
ZW naive 29
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Threshold experiment Supra-threshold experiment
Observer Experience Age Observer Experience Age
CLZ naive 28 DRW expert 42
CPL naive 27 EPM expert 23
DSS naive 28 GMJ expert 29
EPM expert 23 HXZ naive 28
GMJ expert 29 HY expert 37
HXZ naive 28 JLL naive 27
HY expert 37 LAT expert 28
JLL naive 27 MDF expert 40
MDF expert 40 MM naive 35
MM naive 35 MN naive 36
MN naive 36 MRR expert 43
RAP expert 23 RAP expert 23
RLH naive 60 RLH naive 60
SAP naive 29 SAP naive 29
TH expert 30 ST expert 30
WLY naive 28 TH expert 30
XAS expert 28 XAS expert 28
YC naive 32 YC naive 32
YHZ naive 26 YHZ naive 26
YSZ naive 26 ZW naive 30
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Appendix 2
MATLAB Code
A2.1 Equi-luminance plain experiment
% noise gui
%
% gui to display a random noise field and adjust said field
%
% written by garrett Johnson
% 02/02/04
function noise^gui(observer)
% creates a figure without the default menubar
mainFig = figure(lmenubar',menubar);
exp_data.observer = observer ;
% add in the LCD characterization goodness
addpath IBMLCD
load 6-secLUTs
lcd_parameters = lcd_parameters2 ;
% set the background of the experiment to be the monitor whitepoint at 50%
% Y luminance
monWhite = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255], lcd_parameters) ;
midGray = lcd_inverse_model(monWhite/2, lcd_parameters)./255 ;
set(gcf,'Color',midGray');
% Set the callback when the keyboard is pressed
setCmainFig/KeyPressFcn'^eyFunc');
% create the observer data
[uvYd ind] = noiseData(monWhite) ;
exp_data.uvYd = uvYd ;
exp_data.ind = ind ;
% set the trial number
exp_data.trial = 1 ;
% create the colormaps
exp_data.cMaps = zeros(200,255, 3) ;
% create an image field
exp_data.img
= zeros(480,480) ;
exp__data.maplndex
= 1 ;
exp_data-lcd_parameters
= lcd_parameters ;
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% save a structure to hold the output rgb maps
exp data.output = zeros(144, 255, 3) ;
% stores structure
set(mainFig,'UserData',exp_data);
set(mainFig,'units','pixels,,,position',[920, 340, 2000, 2000], ...
'renderer1, 'opengl');
imagesc(exp data.img) ;
ah = findobj(mainFig,'type','axes');
ih = findobj(ah,,type','image');
setCahVunitsVpixels') I
get(ah,'position') ;
set(ah,'position,,[2000/2-240 2000/2-240 480 480], 'ytick', Q, 'xtick', [], 'box', 'off);
set(mainFig,'UserData',exp_data);
newlmage ;
function newlmage()
expdata = get(gcf, 'UserData') ;
trialData = exp_data.uvYd(exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial), :) ;
expdataimg
= octaveFiltImg(480, 60, trialData(4)) ;
% create colormaps that go from 10 below Y to 10 above
for ii = 1 :200
exp_data.cMaps(ii,:,:) =createUVCMap(trialData(l:3), ...
exp_data.lcd_parameters,...
trialData(3>10+(ii-l)*.l) ;
end
ind = round(rand*199)H-l ;
exp_data.maplndex = ind ;
ah = findobj(gcf,'type','axes');
ih = fmdobjtah/typeVurmg6');
imagesc(exp_data.img) ;
set(ah,'units','pixels') ;
get(ah,'position') ;
set(ah,,position',[2000/2-240 2000/2-240 480 480], 'ytick', [], 'xtick', [], 'box', 'off);
exp_data.trial = exp_data.trial + 1 ;
colormap(squeeze(exp_data.cMaps(ind,:,:))) ;
exp_data.trial
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set(gcf,'UserData',exp_data);
function flmg = octaveFiltImg(size, cpd, center)
% first determine ifwe need to filter at all
ifcenter ~= 0
% create the linear distance map, normalize it to the cycles per degree
map = idl_dist(size,size) ;
map = map./max(map(:)).*sqrt(cpdA2+cpdA2) ;
% create the logarithmic map, normalized to the same units
logMap = Iogl0(map+1) ;
logMap = logMap./max(logMap(:)).*max(map(:)) ;
% calculate the width and center based on the map values
clnd = round(size/(2*cpd)*center) ;
c = logMap(l, clnd) ;
w = logMap(l, cInd/2) ;
% create the octave filter
filt=exp((- 1 )*((logMap-c)/w).A2);
% create a noise field
noise = rand(size) ;
% finally filter the image
flmg = real(ifft2(fft2(noise).*filt)) ;
else
flmg = rand(size) ;
end
function uvCmap = createUVCMap(uvY, lcd_parameters, finY) ;
% create au'v'Y color map for use in
% chromatic noise experiment
%
% uvCmap = createUVCMap(uvY, lcdjparameters, finY)
%
% calculate the whitepoint for the monitor
XYZw = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255], lcd__parameters) ;
uvYw = XYZ2uvp(XYZw') ;
% calculate the uv slope and intercept of the line connecting the white
% to the input point
m = (uvY(2) - uvYw(2))/(uvY(l) - uvYw(l)) ;
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b = uvY(2)-m*uvY(l);
% calculate the difference between the input and output Y values
Yd = finY - uvY(3) ;
% determine the number of steps in our color map
n = 255;
% calculate the Y incremental slope
Ym = Yd/n ;
% determine u' steps
um = (uvYw(l)-uvY(l))/(n/2) ;
for ii=l:n
uvCm(ii,l) = uvY(l)+(ii-l)*um ;
uvCm(ii,2) = uvCm(ii,l).*m + b ;
uvCm(ii,3) = uvY(3)+Ym*(ii-l) ;
end
xyzCm = uvp2XYZ(uvCm) ;
% calculate the RGB values, and normalize them between 0-1 for
% the color map
uvCmap = (lcd_inverse_model((xyzCm.*(XYZw(2)/100))',
lcd_parameters)./255)'
;
function a = idl_dist(m,n);
% Written by: Lawrence Taplin
%
% Pretty much a direct port of the IDL
% Dist function...
%
% x=findgen(n) ;Make a row
% x = (x < (n-x)) A 2 ;column squares
% ifn_elements(m) le 0 then m = n
%
% a = FLTARR(n,myNOZERO) ;Make array
%
% for i=0L, m/2 do begin ;Row loop
% y = sqrt(x + iA2) ;Euclidian distance
% a[0,i] = y ;Insert the row
% if i ne 0 then a[0, m-i] = y ;Symmetrical
% endfor
% return,a
x=0 :(n- 1 ); %Make a row
x = min(x,(n-x)).A2; %column squares
ifnargin =1
m = n;
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end
a = zeros(m,n); %Make array
for i=0:m/2 %Row loop
y = sqrt(x + i.A2); %Euclidian distance
a(i+l,:) = y; %Insert the row
if i~=0
a(m-i+l,:) = y; %Symmetrical
end
end
function [uvYd, ind] = noiseData(white)
% define our LCh parameters for 3 lightness levels and
% four unique hues
LCh = [ [30, 30, 24],
[50, 30, 24],
[70, 30, 24],
[30, 30, 57],
[50, 30, 57],
[70, 30, 57],
[30, 30, 90],
[50, 30, 90],
[70, 30, 90],
[30,30,315],
[50,30,315],
[70,30,315]];
LCh2 = [ [50, 30, 24],
[50, 30, 57],
[50, 30, 90],
[50,30,315]];
% calculate the u'
v' Y of our middle patch
Labm = LCh2Lab(LCh2) ;
XYZm = lab_xyz(Labm',
white)'
;
uvYm = XYZ2uvp(XYZm) ;
% calculate the Y of the dark and bright patches
XYZ1 = lab_xyz([30;0;0], white) ;
XYZh = lab_xyz([70;0;0], white) ;
% loop through and replace the Y values
uvYl = uvYm ;
uvYh = uvYm ;
forii= 1:4
uvYl(ii,3)
= XYZ1(2) ;
uvYh(ii,3)
= XYZh(2) ;
end
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uvY=[uvYl;uvYm;uvYh] ;
% get the u'v' coordinates of the white
uvW = XYZ2uvp(white') ;
% now calculate a 20% decrease in u' v'
forii= 1:12;
uvY2(ii,l) = uvW(l)+((uvY(ii,l)-uvW(l)).*.8) ;
uvY2(ii,2) = uvW(2)+((uvY(ii,2)-uvW(2)).*.8) ;
uvY2(ii,3) = uvY(ii,3) ;
end
uvYtotal = [uvY;uvY2] ;
% finally add the two frequencies
fl=ones(24, 1);
f2 = ones(24, 1).*4 ;
f3 = zeros(24, 1) ;
uvFl = [uvYtotal, fl]
uvF2 = [uvYtotal, f2]
uvF3 = [uvYtotal, f3]
uvF= [uvFl;uvF2;uvF3] ;
% finally add all the repetitions
uvYd = [uvF;uvF] ;
% now create a random access array for each observer
ind = randperm(144) ;
function keyFunc(hObject, eventdata, handles)
key = get(gcf, 'CurrentCharacter') ;
exp_data = get(gcbf, 'UserData') ;
cMaps = expdataxMaps ;
ah = findobj(gcbf,'type','axes');
ih = findobj(ah,'type','image');
shift = round(rand*50) ;
exp_data.img = circshift(exp_data.img, [shift shift]) ;
imagesc(exp_data.img) ;
set(ah,'units','pixels') ;
get(ah,'position') ;
set(ah,'position', [2000/2-240 2000/2-240 480 480], 'ytick', [], 'xtick', [], 'box', 'off);
switch key
case
'7'
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ind = min(exp_data.maplndex+ 1 , 200) ;
colormap(squeeze{cMaps(ind,:.:))) ;
exp_data.maplndex = ind ;
set(gcf, 'UserData', expdata) ;
case
'8'
ind = min(exp_data.mapIndex+5, 200) ;
colormap(squeeze(cMaps(ind,:,:))) ;
exp_data.maplndex = ind ;
set(gcf, 'UserData', expdata) ;
case
'9'
ind = min(exp_data.maplndex+10, 200) ;
colormap(squeeze(cMaps(ind,:,:))) ;
exp_data.maplndex = ind ;
set(gcf, 'UserData', expdata) ;
caseT
ind = max(exp data.mapIndex-1, 1) ;
colormap(squeeze(cMaps(ind,:,:))) ;
exp_data.maplndex = ind ;
set(gcf, 'UserData', expdata) ;
case
'2'
ind = max(exp_data.mapIndex-5, 1 ) ;
colormap(squeeze(cMaps(ind,:,:))) ;
exp_data.maplndex = ind ;
set(gcf, 'UserData', expdata) ;
case
'3'
ind = max(exp_data.maplndex-10, 1);
colormap(squeeze(cMaps(in(i,:,:))) ;
exp_data.maplndex = ind ;
set(gcf, "UserData', expdata) ;
case
' '
if exp_data.trial= 145
save(exp_data.observer, 'expdata') ;
close all ;
else
exp_data.output(exp_data.trial-l, :, :) = ...
squeeze{exp_data.cMaps(exp_data.mapIndex,:,:) );
ind = exp_data,maplndex ;
set(gcf, 'UserData', exp_data) ;
newlmage ;
end
otherwise
ind = exp_data.maplndex ;
end
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A2.2 Threshold Experiment
% gui for exp2
% gui to display a random noise field and a clean field for threshold detection
% Data stucture in the output file (file name is username)
% exp data.nspace: 1 8 image vectors
% exp_data.ind: index of images in the order of appearing to users
% expdata-thdind: two dimension matrix, with each row showing the index of thresholds for one
image in the order of appearing to
% users. Th row order is the same as exp_data.ind.
% exp_data.thd, exp_data.std: each row shows the threshold and standard
% deviation of test results for one image. The row order is the same as
% exp_data.ind.
% written by Xiaoyan Song
% 05/21/04 modified 06/01/04
function exp2_gui(observer)
close all;
if isempty(findstrCPsychQuesf ,path))
addpath(,/Users/experiment/exp2/PsychQuesf);
end
if isempty(findstrCIBM,path))
addpath('/Users/experiment/exp2/IBM_LCD');
end
%constants
IMGOPTS = 9;%number oforiginal images: 31um x 3freq x 2reps
THDS = 5;%number of thresholds to detect: 3axis + 2 diagonal axis in chromatic plane
MAXRNG = 0.6;%the maximum adjusting range
exp_data.THDS = THDS;
exp_data.MAXRNG = MAXRNG;
expdataJMGOPTS = IMGOPTS;
exp_data.MAXIT = 40;
% initial thresholds , each row an image, each column one direction.
% set initial threshold
p data.initThresh =[-1.7000 -1.8500 -0.9000
3.2000 -2.7500 -3.0000 -3.7000 -3.3500;
1.8000 -1.9500 -1.4000 -2.0000 -1.7500;
1.7000 -1.7500 -1.1000 -1.8000 -1.7500;
2.2500 -3.1500 -2.0500 -3.2500 -3.2000;
1.7500 -1.5500 -0.7000 -1.9500 -1.8500;
1.35000 -1.1000 -0.4500 -1.1500 -0.8000;
1.6000 -2.6000 -2.3500 -2.6000 -2.6000;
1.4000 -1.3500 -0.9000 -1.4000 -1.4000];
-2.2000 -1.7000;
exp_data.observer = observer ;
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o% add in the LCD characterization goodness
addpath IBM LCD;
addpath PsychQuest;
load IBM5sec;
global lcd_parameters;
lcd_parameters = lcd_parameters2 ;
% set the background of the experiment to be D65 relative to the monitor whitepoint at 50%
% Y luminance
monWhite = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255], lcd_parameters)
d65 = [95.047;100;108.883]/100;
midGray = lcd_inverse_model(d65*monWhite(2)/2, lcd_parameters)./255 ;
% creates a figure without the default menubar
Fig = figure('menubar',menubar);set(gcf,,Color',midGray');
% Set the callback when the keyboard is pressed
set(Fig,'KeyPressFcn','exp2_keyFunc');
% create the original IMGOPTS image data: 3 lum x 3 freq x 2 repititions
exp_data.nspace = genOrglmg;
% create the appear sequence index of the IMGOPTS images by a random vector
exp_data.ind = randperm(IMGOPTS);
% set the trial number, i.e. image number
exp_data.trial = 0;
% create an image field
exp_data.img = zeros(480,480) ;
% save a structure to hold the detected threshold and standard deviation
exp_data.thd = zeros(IMGOPTS,THDS);
exp_data.std = zeros(IMGOPTS,THDS);
% stores structure
set(Fig,'UserData',exp_data);
set(Fig,'units','pixels','position',[920, 340, 2000, 2000],'renderer', 'opengl');
exp2_newlmage ;
unction exp2_newlmage;
%function exp2_newlmage
% to create a new pair of images for threshold detection experiment
expdata = get(gcf, 'UserData') ;
THDS = exp_data.THDS;
exp
= exp_data.trial + 1 ;
trialData = exp_data.nspace(exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial), :) ;
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%create image data
exp_data.img = octaveFiltImg(480, 60, trialData(4)) ;
% create smooth image color map
exp_data.sMap = repmat(trialData(l:3),255,l);
exp_data.sMap = (avg2rgb(exp_data.sMap'))';
%generate a random vector for 5 thresholds to be detected
thdind= randperm(THDS);
exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,:) = thdind;
%initialize thdtrl-counter of thresholds, increase one for one call of
%exp2_thdDetect
exp_data.thdtrl = 0;
set(gcf, 'UserData', expdata) ;
%do experiment to detect each threshold
exp2_thdDetect;%kernel experiment: store threshold and std to exp_data.thd and %exp_data.std
function exp2_thdDetect;
%function exp2_thdDecte
% to detect the thdind's threshold: 1-lum; 2-chroml; 3-chrom2; 4-diagonal in 1,3 area; 5-diagonal in
2,4 area
% This function is called for each threshold detection
%CONSTANTS
L=1;R = 2;
%fetch data
expdata = get(gcf, 'UserData') ;
exp_data.thdtrl = exp_data.thdtrl + 1 ;
exp_data.it = 0;
THDS = expdataTHDS;
MAXRNG = expdata-MAXRNG;
trialData = exp_data.nspace(exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial), :) ;
sMap = exp_data.sMap;%smooth color
mapa map with identical rows
thd = exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl);
thdid = exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl);
imgid=exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial);
%initialize psychometric function parameters.
tGuess=exp_data.initThresh(imgid,thdid); %estimated threshold
tGuessSd=0.3;
pThreshold=0.75;
beta=3.5;delta=0.01;gamma=0.5;%parameters of psychometric function
exp_data.q=QuestCreate(tGuess,tGuessSd,pThreshold,beta,delta,gamma);
%add noises
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noise = 10.AQuestQuantile(exp_data.q);
headroom = getheadroom(expdata);
exp_data.noise = min(headroom,noise);
noiseMap = createNmap(trialData,exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl),exp_data.noise);
set(gcf,'UserData',exp_data);
%show two images for user to choose the noisy one
show2images(noiseMap,sMap);
function show2images(noiseMap,sMap);
%function show2images(noiseMap,sMap);
% to show two images in random sides
%debug
% fprintf(l,'noiseMap[10,:]=[%5f %5f %5f%5fJV,noiseMap(10,l),noiseMap(10,2),noiseMap(10,3));
L=1;R=2;
expdata = get(gcf, 'UserData') ;
exp_data.leftNoise = (rand(l)>0.5);
%TIP: make the smooth image 3-D, so that colormap won't affect it
noMap(
noMap(
noMap(
,:,1)
= ones(480,480)*sMap(l,l);
:,2) = ones(480,480)*sMap(l,2);
:,:,3) = ones(480,480)*sMap(l,3);
if (exp_data.leftNoise>0)
subplot(l,2,L);
subplot('position',[l/8+l/10 3/8 480/2000 480/2000]);
imagesc(exp_data.img);colormap(noiseMap);axis off;
subplot(l,2,R);
subplot('position',[5/8-l/10 3/8 480/2000 480/2000]);
imagesc(noMap);axis off;
else
subplot(l,2,L);
subplot('position',[l/8+l/10 3/8 480/2000 480/2000]);
imagesc(noMap);axis off;
subplot(l,2,R);
subplot('position',[5/8-l/10 3/8 480/2000 480/2000]);
imagesc(exp_data.img);colormap(noiseMap);axis off;
end
set(gcf,'UserData',exp_data);
function m = genOrglmg;
%function m = genOrglmg;
% to generate a original image vetors (9 x 4): 9 = 3 lum x 3 freq; 4: lum chl ch2 freq
lum =[0.1 0.29 0.65];
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freq = [0 1 4];
chl = 0;
ch2 = 0;
lum_ = reshape(repmat(lum,3, 1 ),9, 1 );
m(:,l) = lum_;
freq_ = repmat(freq',3,l);
m(:,4) = freq_;
function nmap = createNmap(trialData,thdtrl,noiseRng);
%function nmap = createNmap(trialData,thdtrl,noiseRng);
% to create a color map, whose center is trialData(l:3), with dim-thdtrl of variance within noiseRng
%get the map in new space
nspace = repmat(trialData(l:3),255,l);
step = noiseRng/255;
v = step*(-127:127)';
if(thdtrl<4)
nspace(:,thdtrl) = nspace(:,thdtrl) + v;
else
if(thdtrl= 4)
nspace(:,2) = nspace(:,2) + v;
nspace(:,3) = nspace(:,3) + v;
else
if (thdtrl= 5)
nspace(:,2) = nspace(:,2) + v;
nspace(:,3) = nspace(:,3) - v;
else
disp('wrong arg thdtrl in createNmap');
close all;
end
end
end
%for debug
% fprintf(l,'t2=[%f %f %f],th=%d nspace(10,:) = [%5f %5f
%5f]\n',trialData( 1 ),trialData(2),trialData(3),thdtrl,nspace(l 0, 1 ),nspace( 10,2),nspace( 10,3%));
%convert to RGB space
m = avg2rgb(nspace');
nmap = m';
function exp2_keyFunc(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%function exp2_keyFunc(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% the function to deal with users' key pressing for exp2
key = get(gcf, 'CurrentCharacter1) ;
expdata = get(gcf, 'UserData') ;
%some constants
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IMGOPTS = exp_data.IMGOPTS;%number of original images: 31um x 3freq x 2reps
THDS = exp_data.THDS;%number of thresholds to detect: 3axis + 2 diagonal axis in %chromatic
plane
shift = round(rand*50) ;
exp_data.img = circshift(exp_data.img, [shift shift]) ;
switch key
case 28
%user think noise is in left side
% Update the pdf
response = (exp_data.leftNoise>0);beep;
% disp(double(key));
case 29
%user think noise is in left side
% Update the pdf
response = (exp_data.leftNoise<l);beep;
% disp(double(key));
% case ' '
% %user wants to quit, so quit
% save (exp_data.observer, 'exp_data');%.thd exp_data.std exp_data.thdind exp_data.ind
exp_data.nspace;
% close all;
otherwise
return;
end
%update image
%disp(response);
exp_data.q=QuestUpdate(exp_data.q,log 1O(exp_data.noise),response);
trialData = exp_data.nspace(exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial), :) ;
r = exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial);
fprintf(l,'imageNo[%d]=(%f,%d,%d,%d),thresh[%d]=%d,it=%d,leftnoise=%d, noise=%f,
response=%d\n',exp_data.trial,exp_data.nspace(r, 1 ),exp_data.nspace(r,2),exp_data.nspace(r,3),exp_dat
a.nspace(r,4),exp_data.thdtrl,exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl),exp_data.it,exp_data.left
Noise,exp_data.noise,response);
exp_data.it = exp_data.it+l ;
%check which state should we go to.
if (exp_data.it >= exp_data.MAXIT)%should end this threshold detection
%wrap up the data and result ofcurrent threshold
exp_data.thd(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl) = QuestMean(exp_data.q);
exp_data.std(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl) = QuestSd(exp_data.q);
thdid = exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl);
imgid=exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial);
exp_data.intensity(imgid,thdid,:) = exp_data.q.intensity;
%check whether to start a new image or a new threshold detection
if (exp_data.thdtrl = THDS)
%need a new image
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if (expdata.trial = IMGOPTS)
%we are done
save (exp_data.observer, 'exp_data');%.thd expdata.std expdata.thdind exp_data.ind
exp_data.nspace;
close all;
else
%new an image
set(gcf, 'UserData', expdata) ;
exp2_newlmage;
end
else
% intensity = exp_data.intensity;
%save expdatalnt exp_data.intensity;
%continue to get another threshold
set(gcf,'UserData',exp_data);
exp2_thdDetect;
end
else
%update the image
%noise = QuestMean(exp_data.q);
noise = 10.AQuestQuantile(exp_data.q);
headroom = getheadroom(expdata);
exp_data.noise = min(headroom,noise);
noiseMap = createNmap(trialData,exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl),exp_data.noise);
sMap = exp_data.sMap;
set(gcf,'UserData',exp_data);
show2images(noiseMap,sMap);
end
A2.3 Supra-threshold Experiment
% gui for exp3
%
% gui to display an adjustable random noise field and a fixed noise field
% for suprathreshold matching
% written by Xiaoyan Song
% 05/28/04 modified 06/01/04
function exp3_gui(observer)
close all;
if isempty(findstr('IBM',path))
addpath('/Users/experiment/exp3/IBM_LCD');
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end
%constants
IMGOPTS = 9;%number oforiginal images: 31um x 3freq x 2reps
THDS = 5;%number of thresholds to detect: 3axis + 2 diagonal axis in chromatic plane
exp_data.THDS = THDS;
exp_data.IMGOPTS = IMGOPTS;
exp_data.STEP = [0.006 0.01 0.04];%the step of each adjustment
exp_data.FixData = [0.29 0 0 4];
exp_data.FixFreq = exp_data.FixData(4);
exp_data.FixLum = exp_data.FixData(l);
exp_data.FixNoise = 0.0114*3;
exp_data.FixImgID = 6;%the index of the fixed image
exp_data.FixThdID = l;%the index of the fixed channel
0.0235 0.0320;
a=rand(9,5);
expdata.factor = round((a+l)*2);
exp data.threshExp2 = [0.0212 0.0294 0.1839
0.0019 0.0013 0.0035 0.0008 0.0010;
0.0124 0.0187 0.0826 0.0159 0.0190;
0.0263 0.0258 0.2148 0.0207 0.0301;
0.0078 0.0018 0.0163 0.0017 0.0018;
0.0114 0.0247 0.1407 0.0190 0.0312;
0.0407 0.1380 0.4353 0.1195 0.1643;
0.0183 0.0030 0.0225 0.0038 0.0034;
0.0198 0.0269 0.1734 0.0233 0.0370];
intensityThresh =exp_data.factor.*exp_data.threshExp2;
% initial thresholds , each row an image, each column one direction.
exp_data.initThresh =loglO(intensityThresh);
% gets the size of the current screen
%screensize = get(0,'ScreenSize');
exp_data.observer = observer ;
% add in the LCD characterization goodness
addpath IBM_LCD;
load IBM5sec;
global lcd_parameters;
lcd_parameters = lcd_parameters2 ;
% set the background of the experiment to be mid ofD65 relative to the
% monitor whitepoint
monWhite = lcd_forward_model([255;255;255], lcd_parameters) ;
d65 = [95.047;100;108.883]/100;
midGray
= lcd_inverse_model(d65*monWhite(2)/2, lcd_parameters)./255 ;
% creates a figure without the default menubar
Fig = figure('menubaf,menubar);
set(gcf,'Color',midGray');
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% Set the callback when the keyboard is pressed
set(Fig,'KeyPressFcn','exp3_keyFunc');
% create the original IMGOPTS image data: 3 lum x 3 freq x 2 repititions
exp_data.nspace = genOrglmg;
% create the appear sequence index of the IMGOPTS images by a random vector
exp_data.ind = randperm(IMGOPTS);
% set the trial number, i.e. image number
expdata.trial = 0;
% create an image field
exp_data.img = zeros(480,480) ;
% stores structure
set(Fig,'UserData',exp_data);
scnsize = get(0,'screensize');
set(Fig,'units','pixels','position,,[920, 340, 2000, 2000],'renderer', 'opengl');
%show the fixed image
imgl = imread('fixlmg.tif , 'tiff);
Fixlmg = imgl(201:680,201:680,:);
subplot(1,2,1);
subplot('position',[l/8+l/10 3/8 480/2000 480/2000]);image(FixImg);axis off;
exp3_newlmage ;
function exp3_newlmage;
%function exp3_newlmage
% to create a new pair of images for threshold detection experiment
expdata = get(gcf, 'UserData') ;
THDS = exp_data.THDS;
exp_data.trial = exp_data.trial + 1 ;
trialData = exp_data.nspace(exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial), :) ;
%create image data
exp_data.img = octaveFiltImg(480, 60, trialData(4)) ;
%generate a random vector for 5 thresholds to be detected
thdind= randperm(THDS);
%thdind = 2;
exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,:)
= thdind;
%initialize thdtrlcounter of thresholds, increase one for one call of
%exp2_thdDetect
expdata.thdtrl = 0;
set(gcf, UserData', expdata) ;
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%do experiment to detect each threshold
exp3_thdDetect;%kernel experiment: store threshold and std to expdata.thd and
%exp_data.std
function exp3_thdDetect;
%function exp2_thdDecte
% to detect the thdind's threshold: 1-lum; 2-chroml; 3-chrom2; 4-diagonal in 1,3 area; 5-%diagonal
in 2,4 area
% This function is called for each threshold detection
%fetch data
expdata = get(gcf, 'UserData') ;
exp_data.thdtrl = exp_data.thdtrl + 1 ;
THDS = exp_data.THDS;
IMGOPTS = exp_data.IMGOPTS;
trialData = exp_data.nspace(exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial), :) ;
thdid = exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl);
imgid=exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial);
if (imgid= exp_data.FixImglD & thdid= exp_data.FixThdID)
if (exp_data.thdtrl= THDS)
%need a new image
if (exp_data.trial= IMGOPTS)
%we are done
save (exp_data.observer, 'expdata');
close all;
else
%new an image
set(gcf, 'UserData', exp_data) ;
exp3_newlmage;
end
else
%continue to get another threshold
set(gcf,'UserData',exp_data);
exp3_thdDetect;
end
return;
end
%add noises
exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid)
= exp_data.initThresh(imgid,thdid);
noise = 10Aexp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid);
noiseMap
= createNmap(trialData,exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl),noise);
set(gcf,'UserData',exp_data);
%show two images
show2images(noiseMap);
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function show2images(noiseMap);
%function show2images(noiseMap);
% to show two images: fixed image is left side; right side is the adjustable one
%debug
% fprintf( 1 ,'noiseMap[ 1 0, :]=[%5f %5f%5f%5f]\n',noiseMap( 1 0, 1 ),noiseMap( 10,2),noiseMap( 10,3));
expdata = get(gcf, 'UserData') ;
%show right side image
subplot(1,2,2);
subplot('position',[l/8+480/2000+l/10 1/8 480/2000 480/1000]);
imagesc(exp_data.img);colormap(noiseMap);axis off;
set(gcf,'UserData',exp_data);
function exp3_keyFunc(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%function exp2_keyFunc(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% the function to deal with users'key pressing for exp3
key = get(gcf, 'CurrentCharacter") ;
expdata = get(gcf, 'UserData') ;
%some constants
IMGOPTS = exp_data.IMGOPTS;%number of original images: 31um x 3freq x 2reps
THDS = exp_data.THDS;%number of thresholds to detect: 3axis + 2 diagonal axis in chromatic plane
%shift current image to get next image, to avoid identical images
shift = round(rand*50) ;
exp_data.img
= circshift(exp_data.img, [shift shift]) ;
thdid = exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl);
imgid=exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial);
Donethd = 0;
switch key
case 'T
%increase noise contrast
exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid)
= exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid) + exp_data.STEP(l);
case
'8'
%increase noise contrast
exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid)
= exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid) + exp_data.STEP(2);
case
'9'
%increase noise contrast
exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid) = exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid) + exp_data.STEP(3);
case
'1'
%decrease noise contrast
exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid) = exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid)
- exp_data.STEP(l);
case
'2'
%decrease noise contrast
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exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid) = exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid) - exp_data.STEP(2);
case
'3'
%decrease noise contrast
exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid) = exp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid) - exp_data.STEP(3);
case
' '
%user made his/her decision
Done_thd= 1;
case
'q'
%user wants to quit
save (exp_data,observer, 'expdata');
close all;
otherwise
return;
end
trialData = exp_data.nspace(exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial), :) ;
r = exp_data.ind(exp_data.trial);
%for debug
%fprintf(l,'imageNo[%d]=(%f,%d,%d,%d),thresh[%d]=%d,it=%d,leftnoise=%d, noise=%f,
response=%d\n',
% exp_data.trial,exp_data.nspace(r,l),exp_data.nspace(r,2),exp_data.nspace(r,3),exp_data.nspace(r,4),
%
exp_data.thdtrl,exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl),exp_data.it,exp_data.leftNoise,exp_dat
a.noise,response);
%check which state should we go to.
if(Done_thd=l)
if (exp_data.thdtrl= THDS)
%need a new image
if (exp_data.trial= IMGOPTS)
%we are done
save (exp_data.observer, 'exp_data');%.thd expdata.std exp_data.thdind exp_data.ind
exp_data.nspace;
close all;
else
%new an image
set(gcf, 'UserData', expdata) ;
exp3_newlmage;
end
else
%continue to get another threshold
set(gcf,'UserData',exp_data);
exp3_thdDetect;
end
else
%update the image
noise = 10Aexp_data.thresh(imgid,thdid);
noiseMap
= createNmap(trialData,exp_data.thdind(exp_data.trial,exp_data.thdtrl),noise);
set(gcf,'UserData',exp_data);
show2images(noiseMap);
end
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A2.4 Get the new orthogonal opponent color space
function mnew = getMatrix
% function m_new=getMatrix
%Written by Xiaoyan Song
%May, 2004
lch = [70 -30 90;70 -20 90;70 -10 90;70 10 90;70 20 90;70 30 90];
lab = LCh2Lab(lch);
XYZn = [95.047;100;108.883];%for D65
xyz = (lab_xyz(lab',XYZn))'/100;
m = newoffset;
new = m*xyz';
deg = atan(new(3,l)/new(2,l));
m_v = [10 0;0 cos(deg) sin(deg);0 -sin(deg) cos(deg)];
mm = m_v*m;
m_new( 1 , :)=mm( 1 ,:);
m_new(2, :)=mm(3 , :);
m_new(3,:)=-mm(2,:);
function B = newoffset
% Take off offset accounting for luminance in chromatic channels
% return the new matrix.
A3 = avg31umspace(70);
xyz3 = [.95047;1.00;1.08883];% white point for D65
new3 = A3*xyz3;
off2 = new3(2)./new3(l) ;
off3 = new3(3)./new3(l) ;
%subtract luminance information from chrominance channels
B(l,
B(2,
B(3,
) =A3(1,:);
) = A3(2,:)-(off2.*B(l,:));
) = A3(3,:)-(off3.*B(l,:));
function A = avg31umspace(l);
%function A= avg31umspace:
% to get the average space of all three new spaces
%read into 3 lum PCA
spaces'
matrix
m = load('mLumr);mat(:,:,l) = m.m2
m = load('mLum2');mat(:,:,2) = m.m2
m = load('mLum3');mat(:,:,3) = m.m2
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%get average lum vector
mat_ = squeeze(mat(3,:,:));
lumV = -l*mean(mat_,2);
lumV = lumVynorm(lumV);
%find all three axes
%%%%get one yellow color's position in xyz space
lab = LCh2Lab([l 30 90]);
XYZn = [95.047;100;108.883];%for D65
yellow = (lab_xyz(lab,,XYZn))'/100;
%%%%determine the origin of the new space
k = yellow*lumV/(sum(lumV.A2));
origin = k*lumV;
%%%%get all three vectors
u = lumV;
v = 2*(yellow - origin)' ;
v = v./norm(v) ;
w = cross(u, v) ;
A = [u v w]';
A2.5 CSF modeling
function [ABC,Val] = getFilterCon_5p;
% function getFilterCon_5p
% To optimize parameters of the 5_parameter luminance filter by using fmincon
% Written by Xiaoyan Song
% Oct. 2004
X10 = [.2;.8;.5;.2;-.4];
ublO = X10+0.2*X10;
lblO = X10-0.2*X10;
X0 = [109.1413 7.032845;-0.00038 -0.000004;3.42436 4.258205;93.59711 40.69095;-0.00367
0.103909;2. 16771 1.658658];
% Set upper and lower boundary
ubO = X0+O.2*X0;
lbO = X0-0.2*X0;
options=optimset('Display','iter');
global nspaceG;
global thresholdG;
global channelG;
nspaceG = genOrglmg;
% exp3thd.txt stores supra-threshold data
% exp2thd.txt stores threshold data
thresholdG = load('exp2thd.txt');
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% For luminance channel
channelG = 1 ;
[X,Y] = fmincon (@minFun_5p^C10,[|,[],[],[],min(lblO,ublO),max(lblO,ublO),[],options);
ABC(1,:) = [X'0];
Val(l) = Y;
function y = minFun_5p(X);
%function minFun_5p:
%The objective function for optimizing the 5-parameter luminance filter
global channelG;
imSize = [480 480];
cpd = 60;
y = 0;
csf= get_freq_csf_5p(imSize(l), imSize(2), cpd, 2, X) ;
mcsf= squeeze(csf(channelG,:,:));
fori=l:9,
img = get_noise_image_A(i);
imgFilted = real(ifft2(fft2(img).*m_csf));
y = y + abs(mean(mean(abs(imgFilted)))-l);
end
function csf=get_freq_csf_5p(ysize, xsize, cpd, flag,X)
global channelG;
oz.***************************************************
%.
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
result = get_freq_csf(xsize, ysize, cpd, flag)
***************************************************
Garrett M. Johnson
01/27/02
Builds the frequency filters for use in the frequency
based S-CIELAB.
These filters are based on the three component luminance
filter described by Movshon et al.
xsize number ofhorizontal pixels in image
ysize ~ number ofvertical pixels in image
cpd cycles per degree of the current viewing condition
flag=l: band-boost filter
flag=2: band-attenuate filter
% ; determine the number of input parameters to the function
n_param = nargin;
b = .2;c=.8;d=.5;e=.2;f=-.4;
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al = 109.1413; bl =-0.00038; cl =3.42436;
a2 = 93.59711; b2 = -0.00367; c2 = 2.16771;
a3 = 7.032845;b3 = -0.000004;c3 = 4.258205;
a4 = 40.69095;b4 = -0.103909;c4 = 1.648658;
a=exp(e*(2Ad))*(2Af);
switch channelG
case 1
b = X(l);c=X(2);d = X(3);e = X(4);f= X(5);
case 2
al =X(l);bl =X(2);cl = X(3);a2 = X(4);b2=X(5);c2=X(6);
case 3
a3 = X(l);b3 = X(2);c3 = X(3);a4 = X(4);b4=X(5);c4=X(6);
otherwise
disp('Unkonwn channelG');
end
a=exp(e*(2Ad))*(2Af);
ifmod(cpd,2)~= 1
cpd = cpd + 1 ;
end
%set the number of samples per pixel to make interpolation to image size
%smoother
samples = 1;
% get the distance map
distmap = max(idl_dist(cpd*2+l, cpd*2+l),l);
map = dist(cpd, xsize, ysize);
% calculate the R-G csf filter
rg_csf=al.*exp(bl.*dis_map.Acl) + a2.*exp(b2.*dist_map.Ac2);
rg_csf= imresize(rg_csf,[ysize,xsize],'bicubic');
% calculate the B-Y csf filter
bycsf=a3.*exp(b3*dist_map.Ac3) + a4*exp(b4*dist_map Ac4);
bycsf= imresize(by_csf,[ysize,xsize],'bicubic');
% calculate the luminace csf filter
lum_csf=a*(map.Ac).*exp(-b.*map); %for 5 parameters
%build temporary small csf filter and shift to center
csf=fftshift(cat(3,lum_csf,rg_csf,by_csf));
%shift the image back to the center
csf= ifftshift(csf);
% normalize DC component to 1
ifflag=2
csf(:,:,l)
= csf(:,:,l)./max(max(csf(:,:,l))) ;
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end
%make the channel the first dimension (3 x m x n)
csf= shiftdim(csf,2);
%clip rg and by channels to 0.0001
csf(2:3,:,:) = max(csf(2:3,:,:) , 0.0001);
function imgN = getnoiseimageA(n);
% to generate noise image with noise at threshold level
% n is the sequence number of the noise image
global nspaceG;
global thresholdG;
global channelG;
threshold = thresholdG(n,channelG); %for low luminance level, luminance channel
trialData = nspaceG(n,:);
%create image data
img = octaveFiltImg(480, 60, trialData(4)) ;
mmin = min(min(img));
mmax = max(max(img));
if(channelG<2)
imgmin = trialData(l) - threshold/2;
else
imgmin = -1*threshold/2;
end
imgN = imgmin+threshold*(img - mmin)/(mmax - mmin);
function [ABC,Val] = getFilterConA;
% function getFilter
% To optimize parameters of the 3-parameter luminnace filter
% and the 6-parameter chromatic filter using fmincon
XI 0 = [75;.22;.78];%for band-pass filter
ublO = X10+0.2*X10;
lblO = X10-0.2*X10;
X0 = [109.1413 7.032845;-0.00038 -0.000004;3.42436 4.258205;93.59711 40.69095;-0.00367
0.103909;2.16771 1.658658];
ubO = X0+0.2*X0;
lbO = X0-0.2*X0;
options=optimset('Display','iter');
global nspaceG;
global thresholdG;
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global channelG;
nspaceG = genOrglmg;
thresholdG = load('exp3thd.txt'); % 9x5 matrix, column order as following:llumlf, llummf, llumhf,
mlumlf, mlummf, mlumhf, hlumlf, hlummf, hlumhf.
% For luminance channel
channelG = 1 ;
[X,Y] = fmincon (@minFun_AvX10,D,[],[],[],lblO,ublO,Q,options);
ABC(1,:) = [X'0 0 0];
Val(l) = Y;
%For the two chromatic channels
for i=2:3,
channelG = i;
[X] = fmincon (@minFunC_A,XO(:,i-l),[],[],Q,D,min(lbO(:,i-l),ubO(:,i-l)),max(lbO(:,i-l),ubO(:,i-
l)),[],options);
ABC(i,:)=X';
Val(i) = Y;
End
function y =minFunCA(X);
% function minFunCA:
% the objective function for optimizing the 6-parameter chromatic filters
global channelG;
imSize = [480 480];
cpd = 60;
csf= get_freq_csf(imSize(l), imSize(2), cpd, 2, X) ;
mcsf= squeeze(csf(channelG,:,:));
y = 0;
fori=l:9,
img = get_noise_image_A(i);
imgFilted = real(ifft2(fft2(img).*m_csf));
% minus 1 for threshold data; minus 3 for supra-threshold data
y = y + abs(mean(mean(abs(imgFilted-mean(img(:)))))-l);
end
function y =minFunA(X);
% function minFun:
% the objective function for optimizing the 3-paramter luminance filter
global channelG;
imSize = [480 480];
cpd = 60;
y = 0;
csf=get_freq_csf(imSize(l), imSize(2), cpd, 1,X) ;
mcsf= squeeze(csf(channelG,:,:));
fori=l:9,
img = getnoiseimageA(i);
imgFilted = real(ifft2(fft2(img).*m_csf));
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y = y + abs(mean(mean(abs(imgFilted-mean(img(:)))))-l);
end
function csf=get_freq_csf(ysize, xsize, cpd, flag,X)
global channelG;
o^.***************************************************
% ; result = get_freq_csf(xsize, ysize, cpd, flag)
***************************************************
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
Garrett M. Johnson
01/27/02
Builds the frequency filters for use in the frequency
based S-CIELAB.
These filters are based on the three component luminance
filter described by Movshon et al.
xsize number ofhorizontal pixels in image
ysize number ofvertical pixels in image
cpd cycles per degree of the current viewing condition
% ; determine the number of input parameters to the function
n_param = nargin;
a = 75;b = .22;c = .78;
al = 109.1413; bl =-0.00038; cl =3.42436;
a2 = 93.59711; b2 = -0.00367; c2 = 2.16771;
a3 = 7.032845;b3 = -0.000004;c3 = 4.258205;
a4 = 40.69095;b4 = -0.103909;c4 = 1.648658;
switch channelG
case 1
a = X(l);b=X(2);c = X(3);
case 2
al =X(l);bl =X(2);cl = X(3);a2 = X(4);b2=X(5);c2=X(6);
case 3
a3 =X(l);b3 =X(2);c3 = X(3);a4 = X(4);b4=X(5);c4=X(6);
otherwise
disp('Unkonwn channelG');
end
ifmod(cpd,2)~= 1
cpd = cpd + 1;
end
%set the number of samples per pixel to make interpolation to image size
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%smoother
samples = 1 ;
% get the distance map
distmap = max(idl_dist(cpd*2+l, cpd*2+l),l);
% calculate the R-G csf filter
rgcsf= al.*exp(bl.*dist_map.Acl) + a2.*exp(b2.*dist_map.Ac2);
% calculate the B-Y csf filter
by_csf=a3.*exp(b3*dist_map.Ac3) + a4*exp(b4*dist_map Ac4);
% bycsf= imresize(by_csf,[ysize,xsize],'bicubic');
% calculate the luminace csf filter
lumcsf= a*dist_map.Ac.*exp(-b*dist_map);
%build temporary small csf filter and shift to center
tempcsf= fftshift(cat(3,lum_csf,rg_csf,by_csf));
% % resize the filter to the appropriate image size
csf= imresize(temp_csf, [ysize, xsize], 'bicubic');
%shift the image back to the center
csf= ifftshift(csf);
% normalize DC component to 1
for ii = flag:3
csf(:,:,ii) = csf(:,:,ii)./csf(l,l,ii);
end
ifflag=2
csf(:,:,l) = csf(:,:,l)./max(max(csf(:,:,l))) ;
end
%make the channel the first dimension (3 x m x n)
csf= shiftdim(csf,2);
%clip rg and by channels to 0.0001
csf(2:3,:,:)
= max(csf(2:3,:,:) , 0.0001);
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